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Damage to N.H. coast may exceed $6 million

The snow kept piling higher and higher this week, and residents near Adams Point
in Durh~m had some shoveling out to do. (Tom Varley photo)

No limitations set on

By Matt Vita
Property damage along New
Hampshire's seacoast could well
exceed $.6 million as a result of
the savage storm which 1struck
New England earlier this week,
according to coastal town officials.
Officials from all the towns
were still trying to estimate the
damage· last night, and said they
hoped to have some more exact
figures in the next few days.
New Hampshire towns may be
eligible for federal relief funds.
Gov. Meldrim Thomson applied
for federal aid on Tuesday after
touring the coastal communities.
Only one minor injury was
reported as a result of tbe storm.
Don Barnard, a Hampton
patrolman, was carried 100 feet
by a wave and injured his back.
He was treated at a local hospital
and is now home.
There were also scattered
reports of looting in Hampton and
Rye. Police in both towns said
they have stepped up patrols
along the waterfront properties.
At least 10 homes were
destroyed in Rye, according to
selectman Ralph Morang. He
estimated the damage in his town
to be in excess of $2 million.

Another five or SIX homes in
Hampton were also destroyed by
the hurricane force winds and
tides-which rose nearly four feet
above normal. Selectmen in
Hampton estimate the damage to
be aronnrl $4 million
"I've lived out here in Rye for
20 years, and .I've never seen
anything like it," said Morang.
"Rye was just one big lake. The
water was just coasting over the
eight-foot seawalls and breaking
yards beyond it."
Route lA, which runs along the
coast, was opened again yesterday for public traffic, although
police asked that sightseers stay
off the road so emergency
vehicles could get through. The
road had been closed since Monday so that work crews could
remove the silt and boulders the
waves had deposited on it.
Nearly 900 people had to
evacuate their homes in Hampton on Monday, according to
selectman Vic Lessard. He said
most of them were moved into the
junior high school or private
homes.
"We served 1,252 dinners Mon·
day night," Lessard said.
Rye evacuated 50 of its waterSNOW, page 14

Durham digs out

out-of-state-enrollment
By Sue Hertz
The House education subcommittee defeated a bill Wednesday
which would have authorized the
legislature to limit out-of-state
enrollment at UN_!I_to 25_percent:
According to suocomiiuttee
Chairman Leo Lessard ( DDover), the bill will go before the
full educational committee
within the next two weeks. He
said over the past four years the
full committee has never
overruled a subcommittee
decision.
Current law limits out-of-state
enrollment to 25 percent of the
total undergraduates but allows
the Board of Trustees to suspend
this limit under certain conditions. The new bill would have
established 25 percent as a nonsuspendable freeze on the number of freshmen students.
·Lessard said the bill was an attempt ·by Gov. Thomson to impose his will on the Board of
Trustees.
"It is a frustration of Thomson's--that he doesn't control the
Trustees," he said.
Governor
Thomson
was
unavailable for comment.

According
to University
System
Chancellor
Bruce
Poulton, the Board of Trustees
are in the best position to judge
what the admissions practices at
Ul':lH should be at any given time.
Lessard said, "The subcommittee felt the trustees were the
best judges of the financial need
and best interest of the students.
"The Board of Trustees are
doing the best job they can," he
said.
Poulton said the state could not
financially afford the 25 percent
Rep. Leo Lessard
freeze on enrollment for out-ofstate students.
increase the cost of education for
He said, "Out-of-state students the in-state student.
bring in $35 million to the state
"In times when educational inthrough payment - of tuition
stitutions are hard pres~ed for
residence halls, books and money," Morse said, "it is un·general spending.
necessary, unwise and un- .
"They are paying ap- -warranted to place this restricproximately $100 more than the tion on the board."
full cost of their education,'' he
Poulton said the Trustees
said.
devised a fiscal program in 1976
The out-of-state students are to limit the number of out-of-state
''in effect, subsidizing the in-state freshmen to 25 percent. "The
students by paying the full cost trustees were forced to abandon
and more,'' said Poulton.
the plan when they were told the .
Chairman of the Board of money to subsidize the program
Trustees Richard Morse said the
loss of out-of-state income would
ENROLLMENT, page 8

It cost Durham nearly $2,000 t~ r~move the 23 inches of snow
that fell in the area earlier this week, according to George Crombie, public works superintendant.
.
Crombie said the 12-man crew started plowmg around 6 p.m. on
Monday night and worked for 36 hours before going home early
Wednesday morning. By Wednesday afternoon at four, however,
they were back on the job, and worked until 10 p.m. Thursday, by
which time most of the snow had been removed.
Crombie said the town hauled 8,000 cubic feet of snow to the
dump this week.
.
Thirty· Ced~r Point resident~ we~e evacuated from their hom~s
late Tuesday morning as the high tide covered part of the road m
that area. There were no ;njuries.

Parking request
Residential Life" students are asked to move their cars from
Lots A, E, an.ct E-1 by Friday evening, Feb. 10. Service Department crews will plow snow in the early hours on Saturday, Feb.
11. Cars may be parked in core. lots without being ticketed
during the snow removal operation and returned to normal lots
by Sunday, noon. Feb. 12.
Forest Park residents are advised to remove cars from the
Forest Park area not later than midnight Sunday, Feb. 12. Snow
removal should be completed by 7 a.m. Monday. Cars should be
pa_rked in Flot during the time designated.

Carnival

Brass

Winter Carnival -1978
got under way last
night.
But do you
remember what Winte_r Carnival was way
back when? For the
story of days gone by,
see page 3.

The Canadian Brass
gave a stunning performance last night,
kicking off Winter
Carnival Weekend.
See page 12

Hoop
The UNH basketball
team broke a five game losing streak
last night by beating
Vermont
in
Burlington. See the
story, page 20.
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Former prof_e ssor found dead

· A ·f ormer UNH English professor and administrator and his ,
handkapped wife were found dead Feb. ·11n their isoiate-d home
off Durham Point Road in Durham.
._
- , ·~cirian Morse, 82, probably died the weekend of Jan. 28 of a heart ·
. atfac'k, according to Strafford County M.edical Referee Paul
Young. He said Morse's wife Barbara died several days later ap.
parently of exposure.
The couple had no telephone or electricity in their home, which
was heated with a coal burning stove. Mrs. Morse could not tend
the stove because of her handicap.
A citizens band radio was installed in the home in case of
emergency but reportedly Mrs, Morse did not know how to use it.
The bodies were found by a person . who had stopped at the
residence to ask to see the windpowered pump that the couple
used to draw water. Books of matches were found on the front and
back porches in an apparent attempt to attract neighbors.
Mr. Morse served as an instructor of English, dean of men, and
administrative assistant to President Ralph Hetzel.

Students leave junk food ways
By Sue Hertz
.The 1960's brought fast foodsr
attracting hordes of college
students to consume billions of
hamburgers under the golden arches of McDonalds. Now, in the
70's the college student is leaving
his junk food habits for the new
edible deli hts of natural foods.

Natural foods are a return to
the simple and basic type of foods
and ingredients. Such foods include whole grain, fresh
vegetables and foods without additives or preservatives, according to UNH Professor of Animal
Science Sam Smith. "It's a return
to the foods like Grandma used to

Health fee deadline extended

ding to L,;,vinP !ClrP er::ino1::is , nuts.

Hood House has extended the deadline for the student health fee
and insurance from Jan. 30 to Feb. 24, according to David Regan,
assistant to the director of Health Services.
"The $10 health fee is a great benefit to the UNH students and to
Hood House. It allows us to expand and give the necessary
medical care to the University," said Regan.

Press releases screened
Upon his return from his South African junket, Gov. Melctr1m
Thomson ordered all branches,offices and departments of the
state government to send their press releases to his ·office for
"screening" before release.
Among those state officials disturbed by this attempt at censorship by the Governor is New Hampshire House Majority Leader
Marshall French CR-Meredith).
"I am appalled that any publicly elected official would even
think of interfering in this manner,'' said French in a release te
the press Wednesday. "What is it that the Governor is so afraid of
that he has to review what department heads are saying to the
press'? Is this what the Governor means by freedom of the press'?"

·Monkey research cut hack
Biomedical research projects using the rhesus monkey as a
stand-in for human beings will probably have to cut back drastically after April 1, according to the New York Times.
_India, the wm:ld's largest supplier of the monkeys, says it
will stop exportmg them because the monkeys are suffering
needlessly at the hands of US researchers.
The announcement of the export ban on the monkeys followed
reports in the Indian press that, contrary to an international
agreement, the monkeys were being used in military weapons
testing in this country.
~as~ year, some 12,000 monkeys were used by American ,
scientists. The overwhelming majority of them are used in
nonmilitary research on diseases and injuries afflicting humans
·
'
upon whom the same experiments are illegal.
Further reasons for the export ban are:
--<;:>nly te~ Rercent of the monkeys survive the trip from their
native habitat to the labs.
--Few of the monkeys that reach the lab live more than one
year.
--Companies that control the Rhesus market allegedly are
making huge profits.

Annette Kolodny
Nearly 1,000 students have signed a petihun protesting the
English department's recommendation against gran~ing _tenure
to Associate English Professor Annette-Kolodny, who 1s sumg the
University for sex and religious discrimination.
A group of about 30 students have been circulating the petition
in the MUB this past week. They also asked for signatures during
registration four weeks ago.
The petition says, "We hope the administration will reject the .
recommendation of the English department and grant tenure to
Professor Kolodny ... ''
Last week, Liberal Arts Dean Allan Spitz, upon the recommendation of a three-person liberal arts committee and the dean of
the graduate school, also recommended against granting tenure
toKolodny.
Vice Provost David Ellis is now considering the Kolodny tenure
bid. Should Ellis deny tenure, Kolodny has the right to appeal the
decision before the Liberal Arts College.
The English department voted last December against recommending tenure to Kolodny, who has been at UNH since 1974. The
vote in the department was r..ine against, four in favor, with three
abstentions.
Kolodny filed suit in United States District Court in Concord in
July, 1977, charging that the University is sexually and
religiously biased in hiring and promotion procedures.
The suit is based on the department's failure to promote Kolodny from assistant to associate professor three years ago. The
department did promote Kolodny last spring.
Kolodny has said she will appeal the decision, should it go
against her. She also said she will amend her suit to include
failure to grant her tenure.

dried fruits, oils and fruit juices.
"Students are becoming more
aware of their food intake," said
Common Market employee Gia
Yannekis. "We're hearing a lot
about the side effects of preservatives such as the high you get.
from monosodium glutamate in
Chinese food.
"People that eat natural foods
generally ieel healthier since
they're not destroying their

-~---
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Transportation and pharmacy
new additions to Hood House'
By Brian Fraley
House is handled by the nursing
Care Pharmacy owner Frank
A student pharmacy and a staff.
Cassidy said, "About 20 percent
transportation system to area
Part of the $10 student health of our business is stucfent orihospitals are two new programs fee funds will be used for the ented. Obviously, it will take
to begin at Hood House this creation of a pharmacy. Drugs away part of our business. But I
month.
will be purchased in bulk and sold don't know far-reaching effects,
Plans have been· made for a at a considerable savings to the because I don't know exactly
pharmacy to decrease prices and students, said Regan.
· what they're are selling."
incre.ase student and staff educaThe pharmacist hired will be · "Also, the problem of transtion in the use of medicine.
responsible for education pro~ porting non-emergency patients
A transportation system for . grams for students and staff. to Wentworth-Douglass Hospital
non-emergency patients to area Possible side effects, proper use, is more acut.e this semester than
hospitals is scheduled to begin and hazardous mixtures of the I in the past," said Regan.
Feb. 15 at Hood House, according drugs being administered will be : Emergency
patients
are
to Assistant Director of Health some of the subjects focused on :handled by ambulance with no
Services at UNH David Regan.
in the program.
difficulty, but non-emergency
"We have advertised for a full
Records will be kept on · the patients must find their own
time pharmadst, '' said Regan. drugs that have ·oeen prescribed transportation, and often find it
"We are looking for someone who to each student for the pharma- in friends, parents, R.A.s, or
can get actively involved with the cist's use, he said.
:campus or Dover Police.
students and staff. The first inter"Many items will be available
Non-emergency students are
viewee is coming (today). Con- that never were before," said those suffering from minor lacerstruction has already begun on
Regan. Items that are presently ations or questionable sprains as
the pharmacy.''
purchased from the drug store opposed to emergency situations
At present, all stocking and dis- will be available here for a conpensing of medicines at Hood siderably lower price. "I
HOOD HOUSE, page 17

Sexuality topics .to be
discussed next week

By Laura Flynn
The fourth annual Symposium
on Human Sexuality will be held
Feb. 14 and 15, in the Memorial
Union Building. Sponsored by the
Human Sexuality Center of Hood
House, the events are designed
primarily for UNH students, but
are open to the community.
''The purposes of this pro-=-gram," explained Anne DuBois
Health Educator and coordinator
of the symposium, "are to provide
basic information on some of the
many aspects of sexuality; to integrate the aspects of physi~al
healtti, emotional well-being,
growthful relationships, and personal fulfillment; to offer opportunities for personal reflection and
values, clarification about human
relationships and lifestyles; and
to offer Aew perspectives on ageold questions of human living and
loving."
The idea for symposiums surfaced
fro1f.t· a need to publicize the
Sunny skies with high temperatures' around 30 degrees is the
Human Sexuality center, created
forecast for today and tomorrow, according to the National - five
years ago, said DuBois ..
Weather Service in Concord.
Prior
to that time, the students
Winds will be light and from the west today and tonight. There
, sought advice from campus
is a 20 percent chance of precipitation through tonight.
ministers and specialized emFair skies are predicted for Sunday and Monday. An extended · ployees
of Hood House and the
forecast for Tuesday predicts snow.
University's Counseling and Testing Center. Birth control is the
most often sought info~~tion, she

The weather

make,'' he said.
The popularity of natural foods
has been on the rise during the
past three or four years according to Howie Block, owner of
Durham's natural foods store the
Common Market.
"People are becoming more interested in natural food," Block
said. "They want their food fresh.
People are sick of preservatives
and getting food out of a can_,,.
The Portsmouth Health t·ooa
Center has also seen a rise in the
popularity of natural foods
among its student customers.
''The
kids
are
more
knowledgeable about food/' said
the health food center's manager
Norman Levine. "They hear a lot
about food additives and preservatives which turn them toward
natural foods."
The most popular items accor-

added.
Though all of last year's events
were well attended, the lecture on
transvestitism produced questions leading to two hours of overtime, she said.
DuBois defined huinan sexuality as, ·''the totafity of physical ,
relations with the world including
gender identity, spiritual, emotional and physical aspects, and
the aim to develop a good sense
of one's own identity." ·
She said, "The symposium will
introduce a variety of topics to
think about, and provide basic information to misinformed or sexually ignorant people".
Ian WilsQn
Robert Gallo, Assistant Dean
of students said, "It's an import- on the interpretations of dreams;
ant and viable program-- Marriage, an interview with two
especially for student age group."
happily married couples, Pofftics of Relationships, view·, Ian Wilson, president of MUSO points of four panelists; ana Zero
said, "We are helping them fund Population Growth, a lecture
' a film through a special program delivered by Steven Keese, presiaccount. Last year, the sympo- dent of the Massachusetts Zero
sium was successful and well Population Growth group.
, organized. It's a viable program.
In addition to the workshop
New programs Jnrs year in- schedule, films will be shown in
clude an Opening Session, an the Strafford Room throughout
overall introduction to the sym- the two days. Books for sale or
posium; Losing Weight, lecture for browsing and free literature
sponsored by the Weight Control will be available_ in_ the_ Senate-,Program of Hood Huus"'; Sym- Merrimack rooms, along with
, bols and Sexuality, instructions . exhibits on health care.

a
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Marine experts unsure about
results of Piscataqua oil spill

contribute
millions
'
to state
Higher education in New Hampshire is now the seventh largest
industry in the state, according to
· figures released last week by the
Chancellor's Office;
The figures were released as a
part of a study which released
that out-of-state students will
contribute more than $45 million
to the economy of the state this
year.
"The situation in New Hampshire is such that higher
education represents a more important sector of the economy
than in other states," Poulton
said yesterday. .Both public and
private institutions were involved
in the recent study, he said.
According to the Campus Journal, 6,600 out-ot-state students in
the University System contribute
more than $24 million in tuition,
fees and room and ·board to the
economy. Out-of-state students
make up 31.5 percent of the total
enrollment.
"What makes New Hampshire
' unique is that we're taking so
, many out-Qf-state students, per-

PAGE THREE

By Mark Pridham
Marine experts are still uncertain about the extent of ecological
damage caused by the recent oil
spill in the Piscataqua River.

]Vews Analysis
What is certain, however, is
,that much of the heavy industrial
off has mixed with water
throughout ·the surrounding bays,
and some has sunk to the bottom
of those bays where it will mix
Chanceilor Bruce Poulton
with sediment.
centage-wise in the system,'
Although area residents and
PouJton said. "The percentages the media have focused most of
are much higher here than you their energy on th~ initial effects
would normally encounter in [)f the spill and efforts to remove
other state universities."
oil from the surface of the river,
He said in most statPs, thP many researchers arc concerned
university system is funded en- ,.about the long-range, permanent
tirely by the legislature, with effects.
,
tuition moneys returning into a
Robert Croker, a mari'ne
general reserve fund. The state ecologist and professor of zoology
also sets tuition.
at UNH, said he is concerned
"We're not as much a state · about what he terms "one more
university as - a- state assisted nail in the coffin of Great Bay.''
university," Poulton said. "And
Croker said the 7,000 gallons of
we set our own tuition."
·No. 6 heating oil spilled by the
- Since the state does not supply Bouchard 105 is a relatively small
the total budg_et the system mu~t _amount. It's a small aihount
compared to notorious spills of
· the past, such as the Torey
FUNDS, page 6
Canyon tanker disaster off the

--,Back· in 1922:

· Winter carnival entertaining
for entire college, . includin:g dogs
By Jayne Sears
There were no events for 'dogs.
The Winter Carnival, beneath A pair of Tubb snow shoes was
its veneer of ephemeral gaiety, is awarded to the participant with
steeped in historical significance. the most points at the end of the
Winter Carnivals at UNH have weeke nd trafll?.fonn,ed from SQ()rting events By 1925, Winter Carnivals had
in the 1920s, to beauty contests 1been professionalized at UNH.
in the 1930s, '40s, and ~50s, to rock , Sponsored by the ou_!ing club,
concerts in the 1960s, They barely events included both a seven and
exist today.
a five mile ski race, numerous
The first Winter Carnival at speed skating events, figure
UNH (or New Hampshire skating and intercollegiate
University as it was known then), boxing.
was held in 1922..
.
The year 1925 also marked the
"The 19~2 carmval was b1lled_as •first Winter Carnival Ball. The
entertam~ent f?r the entire gym was decorated in a Chinese
college, mcludmg fa~';IltY, temple motif and advertised as
students, ,,townspeople, v1S1tors "the social event of the season.,,
and dogs.
The ball was "strictly costume"
Th f t
e ent was a
base~alle~au~~ o~ showshoes and "no stags,, were permitted.
between faculty members and The first Winter Carnival
seniors
queen was selected at the ball
Othe~ events included a ski and was given a "~eautiful loving
race, jumpin_g contest, obstacle cup."
course, a hundred yard dasn in · The first snow sculptures apsnow shoes and a cross country peared at the 1930 Winter Carrace.
nival. Lacking any central
f Women were permitted to par- theme, sculptures ranged from
ticipate in a 75 yard snow shoe Delta Sigma Chi's (now TKE)
race and an inter-dorm skiing Spanish galleon to Theta Upsilon
rela race.
Delta's (now Sigma Beta) nude

figure of a woman. The ~panish
galleon won.
In 1931 , Pi Kappa followed
TUO's lead with a snow sculpture
depicting a nude woman chased
by hunting dogs.
TUO, seeing the error of their
ways, won first place in 1931 with
a tame sculpture of a log cabin._
Due to the lack of snow from
1932 to 1934, Winter Carnival a<'tivitieswereseverelycurtailed.
The 1935 Winter Carnival
looked like the extravagance of
the decade with Benny Goodman
slated to play at the ball and the
promise of full page pictures by
. the Granite for the three girls
competing for Carnival queen.
Unfortunately Benny Goodman
cancelled, but UNH was able to
secure Don Redmon and his Connie's Inn orchestra instead.
Redmon and his band were
billed as "one of Harlem's hottest
nightclub bands" with their hit
single "Chant of the Weed."
The 1936 Winter Carnival Ball
proved to be equally extravagant
with another Harlem import,

The swing waltz was the thing to do back in 1952. These UNH students took ·time
out to strike a Winter Carnival pose.
(File photo courtesy of Ann Cochrann of
Student A~tivities)

,coast of Great Britain and the represent "a constant assault on
hundreds of thousands of gallons the Atlantic region," Croker said.
which washed up on the beaches "They are an important reason
of Santa Barbara , Calif. nearly a why our fisheries are in a state of
decade ago.
decline, and why a n~mber of
But Croker still calls the break- once common species are
up of the Bouchard 105 a major declining.''
spill, a potential disaster to the
Croker said the entire East
, ecosystem of Great Bay.
Coast, and the Northeast in par"It's the constant addition of oil ticular, "have degraded to some
over the years that is the real degree."
problem," Croker said yesterThere will be no definitive anday. "Just try and add up the swer, no final chapter :• on the
amount of oil that has been damage that was done in
spilled over the past few years. Newington earlier this month,
And the stuff is still out there.''
according to Croker.
But, as Croker added, that's not
''No one knows the point of no
the kind of news that makes the return when no recovery is
front page. It's the initial spill possible," he said.
that people read about. It's the
Croker compared the problems
· next day's clean-up that's , with assessing the - damage
. covered by the news medi~. And, brought on by an qil spill to that of
: although that same oil is there victims hPing Pxpospd to a
_the following week, it never nuclear accident, such as last
· seems to rate coverage.
month's crash of a radioactive
"The initial spill is dramatic," Russian satellite in the north of
·Croker said. "That makes the Canada. Factors are involved-front page."
. the length of time one is exposed
Croker is worried about ,this and the amount absorbed.
_constant form of poilution
"We're
talking
about
because "this isn't something probabilities and predictions,''
most people realize," because Croker said. "And science
· people easily forget about last doesn't know everything; it
week's spill, or the one before doesn't have all the answers."
-that.
Newington and northnn
"There is no area that's im- Canada have somethng in commune (to the effects of oil)," mon. There are a lot of questions
Croker said. "No one knows how which cannot be answered.
, much oil can be absorbed before Predictions will be made.
an area is degraded.''
How much damage has been
Croker said there is "evi,- done to Great Bay and the
dence" that continued oil spills Piscataqua River? How long will
are partially responsible for- the effects to the tidal ecosystem
smaller fish catches in what were remain? How much oil can a
once productive fishing grounds.
river or bay absorb before it
Oil, pesticides and other passes the critical poir:it of perchemicals which eventually find
their way into waterways OIL page 16

Kaklamanos's blast
sets shattering tones
By Michael Minigan
Student Body President Peter
Tandy is taking a wait-and-see
attitude in the wake of last week's
blast against Gov. Meldrim
Thomson by new Director for
Students of the University Jim
Kaklamanos.
, Kaklamanos reprimanded the
governor last Saturday in a press
release which was published by
the Nashua Telegraph and later
by the Manchester Union Leader.
Kaklamanos is also a Democratic
State Representative from
Nashua, and was acting in that
capacity when he blamed the
governor for ''globetrotting to
Asia, Africa and Europe."
In referring to the Governor's
recent excursions to South Africa
and Taiwan, Kaklamanos said
the governC'>r "ought to be sitting
·down and working with other
state officials to help break the
backlog in many areas of state
government.
"The governor has claimed,"
said Kaklamanos, "that the
knowledge he acquires on these
travels better equips him to
govern at home. My question is,
'What piece of land does he really
consider home?' A $31,500 annual
salary and $25,000 in office and
personal discretionary funds is
not the compensation of a parttime employee.''
"Right now I'm quite surprised
!that Jim went ahead and did
that," Tandy said Wednesday. "I
thought it was a bit rash.''
Tandy was concerned that as
director of the student lobby
group in the legislature,
Kaklamanos would hurt the
University cause by his remarks.
"When he acts as a representative, he feels he's not acting as
head of the Students for the
, University," Tandy said. "There
are a lot of questions in my head,
and I feel there is a possible conflict . of interest in those two
positions. If it's going to be
detrimental, then we're going to
have to do something about it."
Tandy said yesterday that he
discussed the matter with his
executive council Wednesday

Jim Kaklamanos
night. "The consemus of the
cabinet was to stand behind the
new director and to wait and see
:if any damage was done.
"l don't think (my remarks)
wouLl affect in any way the
opinion people have of the
· University," Kaklamanos said
Wednesday. "As I've said before,
the statement was factual. The.
governor should stay in New
.Hampshire and tend
to
.business.''
In his release, Kaklamanos
·, cited the large number of
holdover appointees currently
·serving on state agencies, the
depleted Supreme Court which is
operating with three of the usual
;five justices, and the lack of a
capital budget as problems on
which the governor should be
working.
Buddy Jenkins, Governor
Thomson's press secretary said
yesterday that the governor is
planning a reply to Kaklamanos's
, release.
"I would think that when one is
criticized, one would ask whether
or not it's justified," Jenkins
said. "I think (the governor's)
KAKLAMANOS, page 18
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Blizzard
of the
Century

A tranquil setting is uncovered
in Durham as both students and
faculty shovel out from the blizzard of '78. (Aleka Chaltas photos) Lower right--John · Byron,
a senior environmental major,
kayaks down his Dover Point
driveway. (Jerry Naples photo)
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Student trustee to he nominated _campus calendar .
By Rosalie H. Davis
Eight students have applied for
the position of Student Trustee of
the University System for the
academic year 1978-79 from
Plymouth State College, according to PSC Student Senate Advisor James Smith.
The selection of a minimum of
five nominees will be completed
by March 1, according to PSC
Student Senate Speaker Richard
Allison.
Outgoing student trustee
Deborah Childs of Keene State
College was unavailable for
comment.
The position of student trustee
rotates yearly from UNH to
Keene to Plymouth, according to
UNH Student Body President
Peter Tannv.

"The student trustee should act ' requirements for the next student
as the representative of the trustee.
student body's needs to the Board
"The governer must appoint a
1
of Trustees,'' said Tandy.
student by May 1st,'' said Allison.
"When we (students) want the
"After the nominees are selectrustees to be aware of an opinion ted by the selection committee,"
or need for more services or said Allison, "they will travel to
financing, the student trustee all the campuses in the Univershould voice that opinion," Tandy sity System a_nd meet with
said.
student leaders,"
PSC Student Body President · Students ·are selected entirely
, John Zacker was unavailable for by other students, through apcomment.
plication information and inter. ."If they aren't' approvea,
views, accordi~g t~ Alliso~. "Af~!11 start over from scratch,''' · ter al! the nommat10ns are m, the
said Allison. Names of the student h?dY must appro~e all
students must be submitted to the candidates by a simple
Governor Thomson by March 1.
majo!ity (p~ebiscit~9'~ vote."
·
Alhson will be v1s1bng UNH's
A student mu_st graduate after Student Government Sunday
1978, ~e a fullt1me student, and night at 6:00 at the Student
submit three recommendation
letters
to
complete
the TRUSTEE, paqe 18

FRIDAY, February 10
WINTER CARNIVAL: Night cross country skiing, College
Woods, beginning at 7 R-m. Sponsored by the NH Outing
' Club.
WINTER CARNIVAL Nite of Sin, Memorial Union, 7:30
p.m. - 1 a.m. Gambling, decorations, costumes; entertainment provided by Rick Bean from 11 p.m. - 1 a.m. Sponsored by Greek Council.
· MUB PUB: McBeth, rock, 8 p.m.

-we··

1

• ·•

•

minds
matter
MITRE is an organization ·that faces the challenge of minds over
matter each day.
We know that our unique resource is the human mind.-And that
the minds we seek are those that need to know they will be working with
other professionals on challenging and significant problems.
As a nonprofit cQq?oration operating in -the public interest, our
systems engineering projects provide answers to problems assigned to
us by a score of national, state and local governmental agencies.
At MITRE we will demand a lot from you . And we expect you to
demand a lot from us. Because at MITRE, minds matter.
·
Entry-level career assignments now exist for graduates to work
on project areas that include Command and Control Systems, Information Processing Systems, Electronic Surveillance and Communications
Systems.
We want to talk to Electrical Engineering, Computer Science,·
and Mathematics majors.
.
We want to tell you about the work we're doing. Work that you
could be doing too. In Digital Information Systems• Data Handling
and Reduction • Microprogramming Techniques • Microprocessor
Applications • Software Development • System Analyses • T ac!ical
Control Systems Engineering and Artificial Intelligence Software
Design and Applications.
And that's not all. We want you to know about the work we're.
doing in Telecommunications• Voice Communications• Microwave
and Digital Signal Processing• Radar Design• Digital Data Communications• Sateliite Systems i;lnd Terminals• Circuit Message and
Packet Switching Techniques.
We invite your further interest in MITRE, a place ~here
minds matter.
.
Please make arrangements with your Placement Office to view
our 12 minute co!pr video tape presentation.

MITRE will be at the
· U11iversity of New Hampshire -

on
February 24, 1978
Sign up at your Placement Office for an on-campus interview
with a member of our technical staff. If this isn't convenient, mail your
resume to:
The MITRE Corporation
College Relations
8878 Middlesex Turnpike
Bedford, MA 01730

SATURDAY, February 11
WOODSMEN'S WINTER COMPETITION: UNH Woodsmen's Team vs. the University of Maine, Unity College,
Colby College, and Dartmouth. Events include sawing,
, chopping, and felling. Boulder Field, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Square
· dance to follow in Putnam Hall;Admission to dance, $2.
. WINTER CARNIVAL SNOW RACES: East-West Park, 10
a.m. Sponsored by the NH Outing Club.
WINTER CARNIVAL SNOW SCULPTURE JUDGING: 10
· a.m. - 12 noon.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: Vermont, Lundholm Gymnasium, 1 p.m.
,MEN'S TRACK: .Boston University, Paul Sweet Oval, Field
: House, 1 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT: Five teams from the New
England league will compete all afternoon. New Hampshire
Hall, 1 p.m . Sponsored by Club Sports.
MEN'S HOCKEY: Clarkson, Snively Arena, 3:30 p.m.
Season tickets or $2 general admission if tickets available.
Game to be televised on Channel 7, Boston.
WINTER CARNIVAL BUFFET AND BALL: Buffet at 6
p.m.; Carnival Ball c}t 8:30 p.m. ; crowning of king and
queen. Granite State Room,Memorial Union. Buffet and ball
$6.50; ball only $2.
I
MUB PUB: McBeth, rock, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY, February 12
WINTER CARNIVAL SKI TRIP TO WILDCAT: Fee of $12
includes lift ticket (excluding gondola) and transportation.
Bus leaves from the Memorial Union between 6 and 6:30
a.m . Sponsored by the NH Outing Club .
PROJECTIONS: "Rosemary's Baby," directed by Roman
Polanski.!Strafford Room Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m .
UNH STRING TRIO: Bratton Ro'om, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, 8 p.m.

MONDAY, February 13
RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Give a Pint-Size Valentine."
Granite State Room, Memoria~ Union, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
WOMEN'S LUNCHTIME FILM: "When This You See,
Remember Me,' 1 by Gertrude Stein. (Part II) HillsboroughSullivan Room, Memorial Union, 12:10 p.m. Sponsored by
the UNH Women's Commission.
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
AND
YOUNG
REPUBLICANS PROGRAM: , Stephen Mansfield,
Republican candidate for the U.S. House of Representatives,
District 1, will speak on his candida~y. Belknap Room,
Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
MUB PUB: Open for socializing.

TUESDAY, February 14
LAST DAY FOR MAY 1978 DEGREE CANDIDATES TO
FILE INTENT-TO-GRADUATE CARDS.
RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Give a Pint-Size Valentine."
Granite State Room, -Memorial Union, 10 a.m. -3 p.m.
SEXUALITY SYMPOSIUM: Workshops, films, and
displays on health and human relationships. Memorial
Union, 10 a.m. -10 p.m. Everyone welcome.
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Early Renaissance Painting,"
Margot Clark, the Arts. Richards Auditoruim, Murkland
Hall, 11 a.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: Harvard, Lundholm Gymnasium, 3:15 p.m.
MUB PUB: Open fr.- socializing.
~

THE------

M Il~RI~
CORPORATION
An equal opportunity employer M/ F

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed semiweekly through-

out the academic year. Our offices are located in the Memorial Union
Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office .Rm. 108. Business h011rs _
' "Tue~clay, Thursday, 1-3 p.m. and Wednesday·, Friday 9-2 p.m. Deadlines
rur aus wr 1uesaay·s puoncauon, tt-rIaay at :! p.m . ana t<·r1aay·s puoucation, Wednesday at 2 p.m . Yearly subscription $9.00 Second class postage
paid at Durham, N.H. Total numbers of copies printed 10,500 at Castle

Publication, Plaistow, N.H.

~
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notices

Out-of-staters contribute

GENERAL

CAREER

UN~ FOOD COOP: Ordering, pick-up, and grain orderrng, Monday February 13, Strafford . Room
Memorial Union, 4:15-6 p.m. Membership $3. For morJ
information, call Nat Shed at 659-2489
BAJ{E SALE: Monday, February 13, entrance to MUB
PUB. 9a.m.-l:30 p.m. Sponsored by Sigma Delta Pi.

CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: Series 1,
Module B: Self Assessment II. Tuesday, February 14,
Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Video
tape, lecture, and discussion on the "ins-and-outs" of the
job interview. Career Planning and Placement, 203
Huddleston, Tuesday, February 14, at 6:30 p.m. (This
workshop was cancelled on February 7 due to the
storm.)

ACADEMIC

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
PI MU EPSILON: The Math Honor Society will hold a
business meeting, Monday, February 13, Room M227,
Kingsbury Hall,. 7:30 p.m. Old and new members
welcome.
CONCERNED GAYS: Meeting, Monday, February 13,
Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. The
organization can be reached through its rrwilbox in the
Student Activities office.
THE ADOPTED GRANDPARENT PROGRAM will
present a workshop on Monday, February .13 at 3:45
p.m., and Thursday, February 16 at 6 p.m., in the
Hillsborough-Sullivan 'Room, Memorial Union. Mini
film series followed by discussion period. Everyone
welcome. ·
J~~ISH STUDENTS: · Meeting, Sunday, February 12,
M1m Dorm no. l, at 7:30p.m.
·

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION: There
are openings in the Department of Physical Education
for students who wish to enter the followiJ}g areas of
study: teacher certification, exercise specialist, prephysical therapy, sports communication, and athletic
training. Applications for transfer will be accepted until
Friday, March 3. See Dr. Phyllis . Hoff, Chairperson,
Room lOlA, New Hampshire Hall for application or additional information.
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: System
1022, Intermediate; explains additional features of
System 1022, including handling of multiple files and
simple report writing. Course meets Tuesday and Thursday, February 14 and 16, Room M208, Kingsbury Hall.
3~30-5 o.m . Call 862-2323 for registration information. All
registrants will need a. project-programmer number;
may be applied for at Computer Services, Room Mlll,
Kingsbury Hall.
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: TECO
provides instruction in creating and editing program
and data files on the DECsysteml0 using the text editor.
Course meets Wednesday, February 15; Room M208,
Kingsbury Hall, 3-5 p.m. Call 862-2323 for registration information. All registrants will need a projectprogrammer number; may be applied for at Computer
Services, Room MUI, Kingsbury Hall.

FUNDS
continued from page 3
admit larger numbers of out-ofstate students to make up the difference between state funding
and the cost to provide an
adequate education.

Poulton said the out-of-state
students will contribute $16
million of the total $24 million to
the Durham campus. Each
student will also spend an
average of $950 a year on personal expenses.
The combined contribution by
out-of-state students is $30
million, system wide, · Poulton
said. According to ecpnomists,
the $45 million ~igure_ is reached

C~UBSPORTS

as each dollar is multiplied one
and a half times as it moves between segments of the economv.
Poulton said most of the doliars
contributed by out-of-state
students is returned to the individual communities in 'terms of
wages, services and consumption.
"From a standpoint of
flexibility and in terms of
management and the capability
tg insure a student a quality
education, I prefer our system,"
Poulton said. "A drawback of
cours~ is that we have to charge a
much- higher tuition than is -the
case in other state universities."

. ~ ANNE- -BANCROFT
,;, SHIRLEY
:MACLAINE

TRAP AND SKEET: Club shoot, Sunday, February 12.
Please meet in front of the Memorial Union at 1 :.30 p.m.

INTRAMURALS
MEN'S ROSTER DEADLINE: Swim meet roster due

Monday, February ·20. For more information about intramurals, stop by room 151, Field House, or call 8622031.
.

Because of an increase in the · volume of notices, The New Hampshire will print each item onl
once on the date closest to the event. Please submit notice/calendar. information to the Admin
istration office, :1{oom ~22, Memorial Union by 4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and 4 p.m.
Thursday for the following Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omissions should be direct
d to The> New Ham shire staff.

Hurry.' Valentine's Day is Tuesday, February 14.'

SendOurFTD

LoveBundle®
B~uquet

FRANI\LIN
THEATRE
Feb.10
6:30&8:30

Woody Allen Janet Margolin
What could please your Valentine more
than a beautiful LoveBundle ~Bouquet?
Fresh, romantic flowers arranged
Vel ~pc.u
-~~-l,J1'nnha-:,"";.t<::
WI.th a sp-~y
1a
I'
"5 .,.,,
.. ...,.
We can send it almost anywhere by wire, the FTD
way. But hurry ...
Valentine's Day is
almost here. Call
or visit us today.

"Take the Money and Run.'
at. only
6:30 & 8:30.

Ruth Gordon Bud Cort

''Harold and Maude.''

. Feb.12, 13
6:30 & 8:30

Gene Wilder's

'World's Greatest Lover."
really get around ... fo~ you!
Red Carpet 868-7021
Durham

Garrison Hill 742-2060
Greenhouse

Feb.14, 1

Dover

6:30&9:00

Stanley Kubrick's

Meader's Flower Shop 742-1165
Dover

"Clockwork Orange."

STUDY IN

GUADALAJARA. MEXICO
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL.
a fully accredited UNIVERSITY OF
ARIZONA program·. offers July 3August 11. anthropology, art. bilingual
education. folklore. history. political
science. Spanish language and literature. intensive Spanish. Tuition: $245;
board and room with Mexican family:
S285. For brochure: GUADALAJARA
SUMMER -SCHOOL. Alumni 211,
University of Arizona. Tucson. Arizona
85721 . (6021 884-4729.

(3mpus

Gpy ?,~..'~..~~~:=
I
r•

ROBt:QT
MINNl::LLI DE NIRO _I'(;
NEW YORK NEW YORK'

En·s i::100111~·

FRI & S/\T fi: 1:; and !1:20

Complete Resume Service
Graduate Theses & Dissertations

"Ready Made Copy-Same Day Service."
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Health foods gain in popularity

1.
I

I
stores
are
popping
up.
Soon,
I
food
stores'
prices
may
Natural
HEALTH FOODS
be expensive, said Morris, "But · natural foods will be household I
continued from page 2
J
_
the best buys can be found in co- words.
"Idealistically I'd like to ii
ops."
Prices for natural foods are believe grocery stores will be l
bodies by adding chemicals,"
she said.
high .according to the Newington replaced by natural food stores If
Students are turning to natural General Nutrition Center's but realistically I don't know if'
foods for health reasons said manager Mary Joe Katkin. "If they will," she said.
Smith. "Many of the food ad- people, especially students, are
Smith- said he did not know if
ditives ·are supposed to be car- in the natural food routine they the trend toward natural foods
will continue.· "It's not the
cinogenic. The sugar, salt and fat will pay the price." she said.
content that's
in prepared foods may lead to
· As the trend increases, prices nutritional
obesity and heart disease. will increase, according to America's problem," he said.
"We first need to eat less. After
Natural foods offer a pur_e r alter- : Levine. "Regardless of the price,
native," he said.
we decrease our intake of food we
the kids -will stay with it," he
"I· feel better when ·1 eat said. ''They are becoming more can then worry about the
. natural foods as opposed . to knowledgeable and want more nutritional content.''
\ processed
(food),"
said natural things."
According to Block . the
popularity of natural foods is
sophomore Dan Morris of
Yannekis believes the new
Boston's Berklee School of Music. trend toward natural foods is not steadily growing. "There will
"'I feel livelier."
a fad but .a permanent always be grocery stores but
more natural food stores will .
Graduate pre-schoql major movement.

C

-

· ~~~~~~,,,

"It';, a counter culture away

taste better but she '"~aoes not from the mass produced foods,"
know if they make me healthier she said. "More natural food
or not.
.
"Ingredients such as wheat and
soy flour give foods a new texture .
and create a wider variety of
tastes," she said. "I feel better
eating natural foods," said
Boston University senior Paula
Flaherty.
"It
may
be
psychological because I know it's .
better for me than processed
food."
Though natural food prices are
known to be expensive. Block ,
claims they are not a deterrent
for customers.
''People are still afraid of the
prices for natural foods," said
Block, "but they are now coming
in and finding our prices
equalling supermarket food.''
Block opened the Common ·
Market two years ago. He said
sales have been high enough to
allow him to reduce the price of
his foods . "If volume is. up I can
afford to decrease the price.
" I want to bring the prices
down so more people can afford
to enjoy natural foodst Block
said.

open.

"Natural food is the food of the
future," he said.

All you need is.love~

LEO BUSCKUA

~~~~~~~~:.Ac.~I
~~,

---------------------·I
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

\

Putting
· this
face .
·
·in your future. ·
Your Fidelity UNon Field Associate can•
help plan your financial future with
CollegeMaster. College Master is the nation's
leader in life insur~nce for college seniors.
Find out about Coll()geMaster.

AWannAnd
Wonderful
Book About
TheL~est
Experience

Call the FidelitJ Union CollegeMaster®
Field ,\ssociate in your area:

Don Saari

In Life
Now in paperback. $1. 95

Memorial Union Building

FEB.14&15
14th

Opening Session

Noon

Childbirth

Losing Weight
2 p.m. Female Sexuality

10 a.rn.

15th

Zero Population Growth
Taking Our Bodies Back

Noon
2p.m.

Male Sexuality
Sexual Assault

Symbols and Sexuality
Homosexuality and Homophobia
4 p.m.

Heterosexuality
4p.m.

Contraception

Transvestitism
Lesbianism
6:30 p.m. Marriage
6:30 p.m.

Men's Consciousness Raising

Bisexuality:' An Exploration of Values
Body Awareness
8:30 p.m.

I
I

SEXUALITY
SYMPOSIUM
10 a.m.

I1
I

~~~~~~~~~~~-----1

·------------

Cora Schmidt said natural foods

1

cq) l

LET'S WORK TOGETHER TO PROTECT
THE UNBORN AND THE
-~~~
NEWBORN

Politics of Relationships
8:30 p.m.
Special concerns in Sexuality

* all day
* MUSIC at noon in cafeteria
films - Strafford Room
-* free literature

Massage
Male/Female Dynamics

~

book sale
'it health display
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Subcommittee defeats two hills
may not be at the campus he "The out-of-state students
wanted,'' said Poulton.
' broaden and enrich our program
Out-of-state students make up at the University.
We carry the full line
was not available," he said,
31.5 percent of the total
"Due to the competition) UNH
of reliable Savin copiers.
•'The intent of the bill is·. to enrollment, he said.
·
. only takes the top five to 10 perassure every New Hampshire
"The .bill is unwise in its un- 1· cent of the high school class," he
student a place at UNH," Morse clear language," Morse said. said. "The out-of-state students
said. "The trustees fully sub- "The bill speaks of regular first influence the quality of education
scribe to the goal of bill 1010. To year undergraduates. T.here are by bringing an intellectual uplift
force the board to hold tight to 25 a variety of first year un- to the classroom."
percent is unwarranted."
dergraduates -- freshmen, tranThe subcommittee Wednesday
"Any New Hampshire student sfers or readmitted students also voted against House Bill of
looking for higher education c;rn returning; ~s freshmen:". .
Intent 2304 which proposed to
s
s lies
be accommodated somewhere m
In addition to subsidizing ~he , guarantee a students tran.____;.;A_;u.;;_th;.0~ri•zed•-•~•.1..•s..•.. ic•e••11111111111ullllillllli--- the University system though it . in-state stijdent Poulton said, ferability of credit between UNH
and other institutions.
The bill of intent was in response
to problems students have in
transferring credits into UNH,
according to Lessard.
"A student may take a three
credit course at a two year
vocational/technical school and
be told he will receive the stanaara tour creans at UNtt;· sata
Lessard. "When the student
comes to UNH he finds he only
received three credits."
"Students may be misled,"
said John Hraba. Director of
Planning Analysis of University
48 Third Street
Systems. "The policy of trans£erring credits is written in all
Dover, N.H.
catalogues. We do our b~st to see
that students are not misled."
Lila Marshall, director of the
University System's Information
in Concord, said the credit tr~nsfer between UNH and oth'er mstitutions is not equal because the
Please Call:
courses are not of the same
nature.
"Vocational/technical institutions are different than
colleges," said Hraba. "Colleges
are accredited on a higher level
of education."
_
A grade of C or better receives
an equal transfer of credits, according to Hraba. "The student
receives a full transfer of credit
Tuesday thru Thursday 11:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
from a four year to a four year in•
Friday and Saturday 11: 30 a.m. to 1: 30 a.m.
stitution but not from a two year
Sunday 4:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
h
to a four year," he said.
*As an independent businessman, eac
Director of Admissions Eugene
ITD Member Florist sets his own prices.
I Savage was unavailable for
ENROLLMENT
continued from page 1
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1

ASIA

Chinese &Polynesian Restaurant

I

Send Your Valentine .
The FTD LoveBundle®Bouquet.

/I
II
I
I

I
I

HEARTS
& FLOWERS

CARRY HOME PIPING HOT
CHINESE FOODS

742-0040

, 9816

M:~~!~-~~o!:p.m.

I

l···················-····--·-····--

©1978 Florists' Transworld Deliver-

I comment.

ENJOY
AN EVENING
OFSKIING
UNDER THE LIGHTS!
Crotched Mtn. Has Been Rented
Exclusively for the Residents
of AREAS .~ & III
on the night of

WED., FEB. 15 6:00-10:30 P.M . .
•Lounge will be open with live band
and dance floor
•Rental equipment and lessons
available
*Price-only $5.00!
(includes bus fare and lift ticket)
•Non-skiers-$3.50
•Buses leave U.N.H. at 4:30 p.m.
'

.

Sign up by Friday, Feb. 10th
at Stillings or Philbrook Dining Halls!

YOU CAN
LEARN TO FLY!
As a stu4ent at UNH, you are
eligible to learn to fly at the
UNH Flying Club's unmatchable
nonprofit rates.

Meeting: Wednesday, Feb. 15th
in room 127
Hamilton- Smith
at 7:00 p.m.

An introductory meeting will be
presented by PhilJ ohnson,
followed by a question and
answer period for interested
students~
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Find a new valentine or greet a .old one
through the class ads
room 151 in the MUB
'-

Donated property
.remains ·u ninsured
By Jane Gibson

Morns, assistant treasurer for
Although the University the University System. He said,
· trustees are authorized to· buy in- "It is cheaper in the long run to
surance for donated property, no pay losses out of state funds than
requests for insurance have yet · pay insurance premiums."
A show horse, hereford cattle,
been made, ac~
· ordlng; to Vice
Provost of B get ana au- engineering equipment, poetry
manuscripts or new paintings are
ministration Alla Prince.
Because of th·e passage of the types of donations which can
House Bill 668 which became ef- be insured.
"By statute, the University is
fective August 1, 1977, the
trustees of the University are self-insured," said Edward
now "authorized to acquire fire Smith, director of University
theft, casualty and vandalism in- System budgets. "All agencies of
surance to cover donated proper- the state come under the same
ty both real and personal," said statute, " he said.
Although the University
Hollister.
Real property is land or carries a full line of liability in- .
housing while personal property surance, Morris said, the lack of
is smaller items such as books casualty insurance discouraged
private individuals from givmg
and paintings.
Until the passage of the bill, it gifts to the University.
According to Allan Prince, vice
was against the law for any state
agency to carry casualty inSl!,ra~ce of a?Y kind, said Robert INSURANCE, page 16

NOW

----

--

--

--------.I
I
l1

OUR ORIGINAL PRICES
.WOOLRICH DOWN PARKAS

.WOOLRICH DOWN PARKAS

. WOOLIUCII DOWN VESTS

.WOOLRICH DOWN VESTS

.COLI,ECTION OF SWEATERS

.WOOLRICH CHAMOIS SHIRTS

.MEN'S FRYE BOOTS

.WOOLRICH CORDUROY SHIRTS

.ASSORTED WESTERN SHIRTS

.WOMEN'S FRYE BOOTS

I
I
I
I

Answers
To
Collegiate
Crossword

I
I
I
I

:w1NTER OUTERWEAR

I
I
I
I

I

-•----------=-----------------------

.LANDLUBBER COAT_
. AND BIB DRESSES

. WARM .KNIT SPORTSHIRTS
.COLLE~TION OF BODY KNITS
.FASHIONJEANS- ~12.99
.lASSORTED TOPS
. STALLI ON TURTLENECKS

.LEVIS F OR LESS 812.50
CORDUROY AND _D ENIMJEANS
l~
~

"SUPERB SUSPENSE!" -Time Magazine
"A CLASSI.C! ASHOCKER BEYOND BELIEF!" -uP,

A~Gordon /SidneyBlackmer/ MauriceEvans; anc:1Rati:o8ellamy

Ptoo.et0t,yW6-nCutlt Wnllenb'll"oeS;,ee,,anc,0,et,lf(lbyAcr-,Pl)la,,ski
Ff0m,iera,eltylral~'tl l ~
-°"""".Act-,S,-. f ~
/ A,..__,., l'lcve
~lc,IM,tf~~

. I
. Sunday Feb . 12

7:00&9:30
. Strafford Rm. MUB

UoWlltown· Durham

NOTES FROM COMPETITOR'S CORNER

GAME ROOM.- downtown durham
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editorial
Crisis besets student government
Only three weeks into its operation, Student
Government has fallen upon a crisis. The next few
weeks will 'be a true test of the new Student
Government's ability.
Last week, the new Director of the Students for .
the University lobbying group, Jim Kaklamanos, ·
issued a diatribe against the recent travels of Gov.
Meldrim Thomson. Kaklamanos is also a
Democratic state representative from Nashua and
was acting in that capacity when he called the
governor a "globetrotter."
But inherent in the meaning of a lobbyist is the
ability to win friends and influence people. In this
case, it's to make friends for the University.
Criticizing the governor's world travels is commendable for a state representative. Kaklamanos
says he's stating the facts; ·and that's fine. But a

lobbyist does not win friends for the University by
branding the governor as a "globetrotter" and
"part-time employee."
A lobbyist sometimes must sacrifice his or her
true feeli{lgs in order to get the job done efficiently, even if those feelings are the truth. If the role
of the lobbyist and . representative cannot be
separated, there is a conflict.
Kaklamanos does not see a conflict. He feels he
can perform both jobs adequately. In fact; he feels
he is at an advantage as director of the lobby
because he is already familiar with the workings of
the legislature . and the legislators. He feels the
University already has friends m Concord, and his
statements concerning the governor's travel
itinerary will not affect those relationships.
Student Body President Peter Tandy is taking a

wait-and-see attitude. · I( there is a lot of dish.irbance generated by Kaklamanos' s remarks, he'll
take action. He still has confidence in Kaklamanos
and is willing to ride out the trouble, at least for a ·
while.
There probably will be few immediate effects
from Kaklamanos' s blast. The governor is reportedly preparing a reply. The legislature is not in
session, and there is little new business for the
Students for the University at this point.
But if the legislature comes back into special
ses~ion, as planned, and if enough repr~sentatives
and executives make a sore point of the situation,
Kaklamanos may be in trouble · in his role as
Students for the University director .. :
If that occurs, Tandy's Student Government
wiff be in trouble. It's an unfortunate situation to .
have to tace so early in a new regime.

The blizzard of '78 brought good cheer
For those of us who survived the damage and
fury of this week's blizzard, there w;:i.s something
very special about this week. It's called generosity.
Whenever calamity strikes, people of all ages
and walks of life seem to band together. Whether
it's to rescue a trapped car from a snowdrift, or to
lend a neighbor a quart of milk, or to assist a friend
in shoveling out, there is always a good feeling
among friends, relatives and strangers alike.
_
During the storm, most evacuated Massachusetts families who were forced to take shelter in
local schools didn't appear overly upset. Most
people whose cars were abandoned along Rte. 128
didn't complain too loudly. For the most part,

they took the situation in stride and waited patiently for the emergency conditions to subside.
Locally, there wasn't as much devastation as
there was along the shores of New Hampshire and
Massachusetts. But the spirit of togetherness was
still apparent.
Apartment dwellers ,who hadn't taken the time
to get acquainted with each other previously,
·
opened up a case of beer together.
Police officers.who usually have their hands full
with other problems, took time to qui~tly warn
the fun-lovers on Main Street who were riding the
back bumpers of passing cars.
Fraternity brothers were offering their beds to

stranded commuters who weren't able to make it
back to the warmth of home.
In other times, we might have seen different attitudes. Those same apartment dwellers probably
wouldn't have gotten to meet each other. The ·
police officers might· have hauled the tail gaters
right in. The stranded commuters might have been
forced to find other quarters.
But that wasn't the case. People get along in
time~ of hardship. It's as if we all know it's a rough
situation, and the fewer hassles there are the better.
It's something unique to New England weather,
and to New England people.

letters
Committees
To the Edi tor:
It must be an unfamiliat student at
UNH who often complains that Student
Government accomplishes little. That
is because UNH Student Government
has done things lately that do matter
to people around here. Did anyone
notice that there was no tuition increase this spring? People seem to
forget in a hurry. Although the financial woes of the state are quite well
known, the · University system did
comparatively well in receiving funds,
considering the i3ltitudes of some
legislators and people of New Hampshire. How many people remember
the posters, flyers, workshops, letters,
and phone calls Student Government,
and especially Beth Fischer coor-

·mnated ·last spring and this past Sep-,
tember?
From the feedback we have gotten
from state legislators and people
associated with the University system,
_student innut was effective in influencing Concord· to look favorably upon i•

·us. · .

.

.

they are a way for students to have an
impact on what goes on at UNH. Would
she prefer a single administrator
dec-iding who would speak at
graduation c~remonies or no student
input on how the Bookstore · is
operated?
Why should Student Government
continue to take barbs about ineffectiveness? We welcome constructive
criticism, but pointless criticsm like
Ms. Davis' article only serves to
demoralize .
Randy Schroeder
Student Senator

Governing and University issues often require slow and methodical
methods of handling. Things are not
always done with dynamic flair and
showmanship. Student Government is
very effective, but in ways not always
readily apparent. We are doing our
best to get out to students and solicit
ideas- and opinions, but it requires
initiative on the student's part to come
·
·
tous.
A-s for Rosalie Davis' column on'
"committees," (Feb. 3), we are not so
overwhelmed with finding people for To the Editor:
During the recent storms, a call to
committees as to disable our effectiveness. Although there is a profusion our blood program administrator
of committees on very diverse topics, _revealed fhat two blood d!?wings in
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or everyday hassles with life are urged
to use our services by ccilling 862-2293,
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our activities and are looking for interested people to volunteer some time
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Susan Turner
Dick Doucet
Coordinators of Cool-Aid
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Hood House on evenings and weekends.
We had been providing the serv-ice
whenever we could. Hood House
desperately needed the transport
system and hopefully, there will be a ·
place in the budget so that it may continue next academic year. .
We would also like to take this space
to inform the students of UNH and
anyone in the surrounding areas that
we are alive and well and in the
basement of Schofield House on cam~
pus. Cool-Aid is a crisis Hot Line, with
systems for referral and information.
There is someone Sunday through
'Thursday 6-12 _midnight, and Friday
.and Saturday 6 p.m. to 8 a.m. to ans\\fer questions and giv~ out information.
·
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our two state program had been cancelled due to weather conditions.
Even though the Vermont-New
. Hampshire Red Cross program has
been stable through the winter months, a similar situation causing cancellation next week could make things
difficult.
An even better than usual winter
drawing on Feb. 13 through 16 would
not only make sure we stayed on an
even keel ourselves, and · could
adequately meet patient needs, but
might enable us to extend help to
others through your generosity.
A TV commentator, in summing up
the side lights of the storm, remarked
on the concern of people for each other
. in emergency situations and said" We
indeed are our brother's keeper."
. You ·aria yciur rted -Cro~;s working together are truly "your brother's
keeper". Many need you now, so
please join in this great tradition of
warmth and fellowship.
February 13 through 16, 10-3,
Granite State Room, MUB.
Sincerely,
Jarry Stearns
Durham Red Cross Blood Chairman
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To the Editor:
The fourth annual Symposium on
To the Editor:
Sexuality will be held Feb. 14 and 15 in
It was with great pleasure for the the MUB. All events are designed
staff of Cool-Aid to read the article primarily for UNH students and are
desc:ibing the new transport system. open to the community. The purposes
(The New Hamps_hire 1/31/78) for of this program are:

etters
Tlie New ·Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and
prints them as-space allows, but canrot guarantee the inclusion of any
letter.
All letters inust be.typed, double spa'-elt and a maximum of 500 words in
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing, Final decisions
on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824.
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--to provide basic information on some
of the many aspects of sexuality;
--to integrate the aspects of physical
health, emotional well-being, growthful relationships, and personal
fulfillment;
--to offer opportunities for personal
reflection and values clarification
about human relationships and
. lifestyles;. and
-to offer new perspectives on age-old
questions of human living and loving.
In addition to the workshop
schedule, films will be shown in the
Strafford Room throughout the two
-days. Books for sale and for browsing,
and free literature will be available in
the Senate-Merrimack Rooms, along
with exhibits on health care.
The Human Sexuality Center of
Hood House would like to thank
MUSO, ,tbe three Area Prognm
Committees and the Dean of Students
Office for their support and contributions to this annual event.
Anne Dubois
Health Educator

Privacy
To the Edi tor:
I am an English major and have
noticed that, for at least the last two
years, there have been no doors or
partitions on any of the toilet stalls in
either of the men's rooms in
Hamilton Smith Hall. Not knowing
who to contact to restore our privacy, r
address this problem to your column.
Perhaps an alumnus could be located
who would be willing to endow a fund
to return these _bathrooms to their
pro.per condition. I have composed this
sonnet to commemorate the situation:
Ode to a Stall Door Missing from-the
Men's Room of H.S.
On our campus there stands a hallowed hall
Stalely Ionic columns rising as in
myth
In every room, beside the wall
Is a blue wastebucket, neatly mono. gramed, "HAMILTON SMITH"·
~ng11sh and Philosophy are taught on
each floor

Proper subjects taught by ·learned
men, all do agree
But the stalls in the men's rooms have
no partitions or doors
Oh, Hamilton! Hamilton, how can this
be?
Some say that they were ripped from
place
To use as stretchers for casualties of
the Gay Liberation
Now the men must squat on the toilets
face to face
Physkal graffiti in. th.e )]all once representing the strength of our nation
Ham, old man, if you were here, whatl
would you do?
More, I'm sure, than mutter, "' 'What's
this world coming to?"
Bretl St. Clair
123 Englf'hardt

PAGE ELEVEN

Correction
In Tuesday's issue of The New Hampshire, _,j~e cfil!!.ion and·
. credit were inadvertently omitted-from the editorial cartoon on
page 10.
· The caption should have read: "Courtesy be Damned." --D.
Alan Rock.
·
..,
Credit for the cartoon goes to Dean Widenmann and Tim Gurshin.
We regret the omission.

English 401
To the Editor:
The recent letter which tried to extoll the virtures of this university's
English 401 department was foolish.
There is a way to teach writing, just
like there is a way to teach
matt1emat1cs . I;L ts tnen up to the
student to develop a style and improve
through continued practice at writing.
I was taught in high school the fundamentals of writing, structure, glue,
concrete image, etc. I also learned
that the most important part of writing
is re-writing. This wasn't taught in my
401 class, as a matter of fact, I wasn't
taught anything in that class.
Anyone can sit down and write four
pages a week and improve on their
own if they have the desire. Out-ofstate students taking 16 credits pay
$400 for Freshman English, a course
they are forced to take. I sure expected more for my money from Freshman English than I got.
I took English 501 last semester and
most of the kids had no fundamental
knowledge of the writing tools I mentioned above. A vast majority furthermore, felt that 401 had been a
waste of time. The fact of the matter is
t:hat writing skills are not being
adequately taught in high school.
Johnny has to learn to write sometime,
so why not use the Freshman English
program to provide the skill training
he needs? Why force students to pay
u:P· to $400 for the priv~lege .o~ writing
five pages a week m their don_n
' roo~s? They could do that on their
own if they wanted to.
Bill Grant '81

"Courtesy be damned."-· D. Alan Roell ,;;,
Dean Widenmann and Tim Gurshin

The New Hampshire
·The New Hampshire is now accepting applica~ions for 1978-79 positions

If you're interested in journalism, anything from writing to production
to layout come work with us.
We offer a stimulating atmosphere and a real learning experiece.
The new staff will take over with our April 11

.

issue.

The New Hampshire is seeking imaginative and dedicated students for the following

PAID positions:

Editor-in-Chief

News Editors (2)

Productions Associate

Managing Editor

Sports Editor

Copy Editor ,

Business Manager

Arts Editor

Circu-,ation Manager

Advertising Manager

Photography Editor

Advertising Associates

Applications are avalable in room 151 of the MUB.
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Canadian Bras.s ·
was brilliant
By .Janice T. Bourque
Graeme Page, was soothing to
Carnival
week
began the ear. The ·notes rolled and
magnificently as four dashing, blended with the deep, rich,
C"anadfan' men won a standing resonance of Charles Daellenovation for_their incredible per- bach's tuba.
Canadian Brass -displayed a
formance Thursday night in the
Granite State Room.
tight grasp of their individual
Their entrance in grey pin- pieces, adding exciting dimenstriped suits with red neck ties sions to their performance with
and gleaming instruments was intricate stage movements.
exciting.
Stepping from one end of the
The group did several pieces, · stage to the other, scrambling
ranging from a medley of Sousa sheet music and relating bits of
works to a complicated Tocceta funny information about the
and Fugue in D Minor by Bach. pieces, they captured the hearts
The transitions from one piece to of the audience.
the next were performed with
They created a unique feeling
unbelievable smoothness and of being in a 16th century Gothic
agility.
church by dispersing to various
The Trumpet Sonata by Purcell · parts of the audience. This effect
arid and Elizabethean ~mite by gave each instrument full exFarnaby and Holbournc exposed

pressio_n , yet it b]endPd aJJ of

the individual capabilities of each - them together with excellent conmusician. , These particular sonance and harmony.
pieces
were
arranged · Ronald 'Romm and Frederic
specifically for the group by one Miss] exhibited . fine control of
of the trumpeters, Frederic their trumpets in the Toccata and
Mills. Mills's excellent com- Fugue in D Minor by Bach. Tocprehension of transposition.. cata originally meant "imallowed the group to display its provisation," a sort of free form.
full potential.
With sweeping scale passages,
The french horn, pla~ed by the men inflected _each note,

The Canadian Brass wowed the UNH _audience last night. (Tom Blackly photo)
Each musician had the ability from their performance but
climaxing at a particular point
when the two played each other's to steal the show or claim the proceeded to make it dynamic
and smashing.
'
32nd note. Incredibly difficult, limelight. But they did not.
Eugene Watts, who played the
this requires agile fingers, breath
Performers often fail to relate
control and concentration. to the audience due to deep con- trombone, was the butt of many
Despite the intensity that the centration. Canadian Brass con- • jokes. However, he carried the
piece required, it was handled tained the excellence to do both.
Their interaction did not detract BRASS, page 18
with lightness and ease.

For a price, say it with a heart or flowers
By Glenri Wallace·
How do I love thee'? Let me
_
count my change.
Like everything else, the price
of being a patron of the art of
love has gone up.
But no matter what your financial status, Durham, from the
MUB to Town and Campus, Care
Pharmacy and Brook's, has
somethi'ng for you.
The traditional expression for
Valentine's Day is the card. The
gift shop at the MUB has the
most "quantity" card of them all.
It costs five dollars, stands about
knee high, and when open is
wider than the wingspan of a
B-52.
But the five dollars is only an
initial investment. To mail the

thing will run you into a bit more, other in a· park, picking flowers
due not only to the size and bulk in an open field, or playing with
-but also because it will take at puppies, kittens and various
least two mailmen to deliver it.
other cute little "love" animals.
The more practical cards now
If these scenes are too nausecover everyone from your ating, there are also the contembrother's ex-girlfriend to the - porary "message" cards.
Transportation Minister of Upper
These have quotes on love from
Volta. They also come in dif- such poets as Whitman, Keats,
and Tony ·Baretta. They are
fering levels of expression.
If you're in love, and that's available in sunrise, -sunset,
L-0-V-E type love, or if you want sunny afternoon, or partly
to create that impression for cloudy, depending on the mood
whatever purposes, then the of the card.
"contemporary" section of the
If you wish to shy away from
card rack is for you.
anything so committing, perhaps
These cards feature love a la the "humor" cards are more up
Ryan O'Neal and Ali McGraw; your alley. Of course these cards
with pictures of lovers walking appeal to a limited group; tho:;e
hand in hand down a deserted who have the I.Q. of a house plant
·beach. throwing snow at each and the sense of humor of Idi
Amin.
For example there is one that
features a sexy blonde on the
cover and says: "At last a Valentine designed specifically for the
dirty old man." Inside is a small
bar of soap.
If you're in a hurry or feel it's
better to be safe than sorry, then
stick with the old stand-bys like
the cards that say: "To my dear
sister" or "To the one I love "
or "J~st for you, Valentine'."
They're Itifl 01 sweet, corny
passages and cover every price
range from 25 cents to up over
a buck, and are guaranteed to
It'll cost money to please your honey. (Larry Lindquist
please or your money back.
photo)
What about alternatives to the

_playing in Newington

Turning Point a tour de force
By Susan Movsesian
her dancing c'areer, is envious of
The SU{>j!rb dancing of Mikhail]
At some point in your life, you _ the security and the love Deedee 'Baryshnjkov adds lustre to the
will look back and wonder, "what has with her family.
already sparkling production.
if...'?" Unfortunately, this is an
The plot is complicated by Dee- /Baryshnikov excel~ as Elilia 's
unanswerable question.
. dee's daughter, Emilia, who joins _unfaithful paramour . but his
The Turning Po·int probes the the ballet company with a ·very jacting abi-lity is far surpassed by
-lives of two women approaching: promising future . Emma takes ,his exhibitions of athletic ball'et.
middle age who look at each her by the hand and relives her ; Leslie Browne, a newcomer to
other and question the decisiorn; own life through Emilia's youth 'movies, waltzes through the role
and choices they have made.
while Deedee grows jealous and of Emilia Rodgers with dazzling
Twenty years ago, Deedee hurt by her · exclusion from her finesse. In a pas de deux with
(Shirley---MacLaine) and Emma daught~(s rn:_e.:_____ _
' -- the indomitable Baryshnikov, she,
(Anne Bancroft) had aspirfng _ The film climaxes in a violent, displays proficiency and adapticareers as ballerinas in an inter- bair-pµlling argument where the bility to the Russian's style.
nationally famous company. But, two finally confront, not only
The entire production is heightDeeqee gave it all up to marry each other, but themselves. ened by the finely-tuned dancing
Wayne Rodgers (Tom Skerritt), Emma admits she conviriceffDee- of Jhe American Ballet, Theatre
a handsome dancer in the troupe, dee to quit dancing and raise a and the choreograP.hY of such:
and raise a family. Meanwhile, family because she was afraid· of greats as George Balanchine and;
Emma clung to her career and the ~ompetitfon, ·while- Deedee · Lev Ivanov.
became one of the world's best confides she became pregnant '
''The Turning Point" is not just
dancers.
·
-only to prove her -husband- was
- '.J. film for women and ballet
So,-both approaching forty, Dee- not a pomosexual.
_
_,:; ,_. 1enthusiasts. It is a deeply percep-i
dee and Emma face each other
-Arthur Laurents' masterful tive serio-comic study of people.again and find themselves coping screenplay ignites with the stunwith the doubts they -have car- _ ning performances from Mac- It doesn't answer the question,
ried inside for twenty years. Dee- ·Laine and Bancroft, who are cer- "what if..'?" but, with all that
dee is envious of Emma's success ta inly contenders for Academy -is paraded for the audience, who
can ask for more?
and Emma, who is .at the e~d of Award nominations.
1

time-worn card'? Do you feel a kernels and a Canadian nickel.
little unique this year'? Well, if Don't panic. Find the nearest
you're planning on saying it with foreign language major and steal
flowers, be ready to put your one of the three-by-five cards
money where your mouth is.
they use to study their conjugated
The Red Carpet Flower and verbs. Fold it over and on the
Gift Shop in Durham says the - inside write the following, prefercheapest Valentine's Day floral ably in colored pencil:
arrangements to send in the local
area are about ten dollars. Out- Roses are Red; Violets are Blue,
side the local area, the price of Sugar is Sweet; and so are You!
les fleurs goes up.
· Finally, let's assume you're
0riginal'?-No. Effective'?-Probflat broke. You went to the Keg ably not. But if you get any comRoom last night with $7 and when plaints, just use the old saying
you opened your wallet this , of cheapskates everywhere: "It's
, morning, out fell three popcorn · the Thought that Counts."

Klondike Annie c::::~:::r::1::::s::n:~s:-:a

Pu'c ker Up
Writers are supposed to write about only what they've
experienced and know best. Hence, Faulkner wrote in first
person ·about a retarded man. Jules Verne wrote about
being twenty thousand leagues under the ·sea before the toaster or even the submarine had been invented. John
Gardner was "Grendel" for an entire book.
So why can't beginning writers write about something
they are not or have never done?
Actually, •I'm leading up to the description of a kiss,
which many would condemn me for because of the fact
_ that I have never kissed. As Joyce queried, covered with
the slime of the ditch, "Kiss? What is a kiss?"
Kiss (kis), v.i. & v.t. (ME? kyssen, kissen, as. cyssanGk. 2 me.)
1. to give a kiss to (a person, a thing, or one another);
touch or caress with the lips.
2. to touch gently or lightly.
3. a touch or caress with the lips, often wfth pressure
and suction~ as an act of affection, desire, greeting, etc.
4. a light gentle touch or slight contact, as of billiard
balls in motion ..

·v.i. & v.t. must refer to the virus carried by kissing.
It, once incubated, is either enough to make you ill, or
terminally ill.
According to definition, one, a kiss could consist of
putting_ one's lips to the end of one of the pipes of a
jungle gym in an attempt to play it like a trumpet.
-I tried that once in the wintertime, and nearly lost my lips.
, According to the second definition, I have been kissed
, by a shoe salesman and a dentist in the last week alone.
Did I kiss them back? According to the third definition, I saw Clint Eastwood
kiss a grubby - hombre in the sagebrush after he'd been
bitten on the leg by a rattlesnake.
- , According to the fourth definition, Minnesota Fats
is really Casanova in disguise.
- Actt;ally, dear Readers, there are only two kinds of·
kisses, according to heresay:
One kind is like kissing, (whatever part of the above
definition you choose) a kitchen drain.
The other kind is like : sidling up to an electric fence. ·
I'd be_tter not write about things I_ don't know about.

1
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He's a wood artistry wizard
0

B'y Barbie Walsh

~•1 remember my mother, brothers and sisters, we all
got in the horse buggy to go to Naples. All our friends
followed. the wagon for a half mile screaming 'Addio, addio ! ' and 'Don't forget to write!' I was crying ... "
Black beret cocked sideways on his head, eyes intense
behind thick black glasses, woodshavings decorating his
flannel shirt, grey bearded face and weathered hands-Donato Chiarito is a unique man.
•
Standing in the .backroom working area of "Chiarito's
Wood Artistry" Donato pauses in his story to feed the
woodstove:
Leaning back on his woodbench Donato continues, "My
father was a fine artist." Alfonse Chiarito, father of eight
was a skilled cabinet maker iµ Fairno, Italy. Donato and
his brothers worked with their father acquiring the trade.
Fairno was a small town, the population about 3,000. It
had no retail stores. Everything was made to order.
"My father used to go to Solerano and buy lumber--a
whole tree trunk with bark on it. My brother and I would
use a two handed saw and slice it."
In the early days in Fairno most of the machines in
Alfonse Chiarito's trade were powered by foot. The
finishing on the wood was French polishing (shellac and
alcohol applied to wood in different stages) .
Donato's father left home at the age of 13. He became an
apprentice in a wood shop. Later Donato was an apprentice under the same master as his father . His pay was 20¢
a week.
Arms folded across his chest ., Donato laughs
mischieviously, "I went to the Master for discipline. I
could fool around with my father. but with the Master I'd,
get a clout over the head! ''
Alfonse's cousin brought news of America and its opportunities to the Chiaritos. Alfonse ventured from his home
in Fairno to grasp these opportunities.
Head cocked to one side, Donato's eyes wrinkled like a
fine grain wood, misty with nostalgia.
"We came to American--! was a little boy. My father
came here first, then a year later he sent for the rest.of us-the youngest was still in diapers."
Though he was only five, the images of his voyage are
vivid. "17 days it took us to get across. Three days of bad
weather. The waves were so high the snip would go down
and the waves would come over." His hands moving emphatically, he exclaims, "The deck was full of fish!''
Foreign and unable to speak English, the Chiaritos
arrived in Ossnining, New York. They lived there for five
years, then moved to the Yonkers.
Alfonse established his trade in Yonkers . Donato
worked in the shop after school perfecting wood artistry.
His teachers in Yonkers were understanding. Hands
fluttering, he spoke fondly of his second grade teacher,
Mrs. Barrett.
Donato had problems comprehending the English
language. Donato chuckles, "One day Mrs. Barrett took a
few of us kids out for ice cream. The kid sitting next to me
at the snack bar asked for a Chocolate Sundae.
"To be different I asked for Chocolate Monday, but I
got the same thing."
Donato adjusted to the environment of Yonkers without
too many crises. "When I was in the sixth grade I was the
oldest in the class. If anyone bothered me I'd punch them
in the nose.''
Donato's ambition was to be a journalist, but because of
his large family and its finances, h1s goal could not be
reached.
·
He took many English and journaiism courses. His hand
leaping into the arr with enthusiasm, he exclaims, "I
loved to write. I used to have girls come up to the house
asking me to write their boyfriends love letters."
His hands come down, his face crestfallen. He spoke
regretfully, "Twenty-five years ago .. .I wrote a short story
and submitted it to a magazine. Usually if they don't like it
they don't give you a resoo~se--but I got a beautiful letter ... I never followed-up oh it.''
Donato worked in his father's shop in Yonkers, taking it
over when he died. He expanded the business, making
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Keg Room - J.D. Noble Disco Dance Review.
Exhibition begins at 10--- p.m. Located on Main
Street, Durham.
Press Room - Doug Bennett and Bruce Lawson. Located on 77 Danial Street in Portsmouth.
Fran_k lin Theater - Take the Money and Run,
starring Woody Allen. Shows at 6:30 and 8:30. ;
Winter Carnival - Nite of Sin; MUB 7:30 p.m. to
1 a.m.
WUNH-FM 91.3 - Contemporary Jazz with Matt
Segelis. 11 p.m. on.

-.Saturday, February 11
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,Donato Chiarito relaxes in his woodshop.
(Art Illman photos ►
bars, chairs and tabfes for restaurants.
Proudly he says, "I was the only one of my brothers who
stuck with the trade."
·
After years perfecting wood artistry.Donato saw an ad
in the paper concerning a small business. He contacted
the man and he came to Donato's shop. Fascinated with
Donato's work-he convinced him to get out of New York
and to move to New England.
"I happened to come up to Newmarket, liked the area
,md found this place for rent. 1972 I came to Newmarket
,. ·!!: ve_ry ~appy--there's ~opus~ here like in the big city. '
Chiarito s Wood Artistry" 1s located off Main St. in
~~ewmarket. Shaking his head Donato explains, "The first
lfew years were very tough, now it's picking up."
With coarse, stained carpenter's hamisile flags me over
~nd says, "Come upstairs. I want to show you
· Jmething."
~pstairs in his shop he_ has _another working area. He
pomts to two small detailed · tables. He runs his hands
along the edge of one table.
Tables, chests, frames, cribbage boards and
backgammon sets. The list is infinite. Donato Chiarito will
attempt anything, loving a challenge.
"I love work, I live for it, never am I bored. I love things
I have to improvise on and think!''
"I li~e detailed wor~. The challenge is when someone
comes m and asks me to duplicate something. I try it and
have 100% satisfaction."
Donato works seven days a week, six a.m. to seven
p.~.--alone. Transforming wood, young hands trained in
Fa1rno, Italy now aged, sensitive to the grain--Donato
Chiarito is a master of wood artistry.

Sunday, February i2
MUSO Film - Rosemary's Baby, starring Mia
Farrow. Strafford Room, MUB. Shows at 7 and
9:30 p.m.
UNH String Trio- Bratton Room, Paul Creative Arts
Center. 8 p.m.
WUNH F.M. - Traditional Folk Music Show with
~nn McKearin and John Palmer.Featuring Mance
Lipscomb. 3 to 6 p.m. King Biscuit Flour Hour
featuring Heart recorded live. 10-11 p.m.

Monday, February .13
UNH Theater - Coming attraction, Dracula, starts Thursday, February 16. Shows Thursdays, , Fri-days, and Saturdays, 8 p.m. For ticket information
call2-2290.
-MUB Pub- Open. No entertamment.
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Kegroom - J.D. Noble Disco Dance Review. Exhibition begins at 10 p.m.
Franklin Theater - Harold and Maude, ·starring
Bud Cort and Ruth Gordon. A must see
~ragedy/c~medy. Shows at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.
Wmter_ Carnival - Buffet -and _Ball. Buffet at _6 p.m;
carnival ball at 8:30 p.m. Granite State Room
MUB. Call 2-2290 for ticket information.
'
WUNH-FM - Requestfully Yours with the Bull
Brothers. 8-11 p.m.
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N.H. dalllages Blay exceed $6 Blillion

Tired of the same old routine, the
same faces, the same four walls?

The Coast Guard lighthouse
stations of the Isle of Shoals and
Boon Island were both destroyed,
. front residents during the storm, · according to a Coast Guard
according to the police. Hector spokesman.
"We had to evacuate five
Dion, owner of Hector's Country
Kitchen, a popular restaurant on people off the Isle of Shoals and
Route 1, served food and two off Boon Island," , the
provided shelter to many of these , spokesman said, He said the
lighthouses are still standing, but
people.
SNOW _
continued from page 1

Do you sometimes feel lost in the shuffle? ·
Get away from it all and spend some time with someone knowledgeable, caring,
and fun-loving. Share your thoughts and
experiences -with an adopted grandparent.

A New Dimension in Cinema Luxury
FOUR EXCITING THEATRES UNDER ONE ROOF!

· *MATINEES DAILY*

Come to the
Adopted Grandparent Workshop:
Monday, February 13th at 3:45 p.m. or
Thuq,day;-Febrm~ry 16th at 6:00 I).m.
.
H1l1s6oro - Sullivan Rm. - MUB ·
Agenda includes a film and discussion.
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will not be used again until living·
quarters can be rebuilt.
"We've given out a warning to
mariners," he said .
The Coast Guard lost 180 feet of
its granite and steel seawall at its
Portsmouth · Harbor station in
New Castle. The wall was made
out of blocks of stone weighing
5,000 pounds apiece, which were
pinned together with steel rods.
Coast Guard Petty Officer
Lucas Walter said the waves
during the storm were between 15
and 18 feet high. This was combined with tides three to four feet
above normal.
The Joness Beach area of Rye
was that town's hardest hit spot,
according to police. There were
-reports of boulders being thrown
through windows of homes along
the beach by the waves.
Hampton police chief Robert
P1cucc1, who was out m the storm
assisting rescue operations, said
he saw a wave hit a garage and
carry it 15 to 20 feet.
"It looked like a match stick.
That shows the force of those
waves," Picucci said.
"It was a wild, wild night,"
said 67-year-old UNH senior John
Donovan, whose car was struck
by three waves as he was
evacuating his Hampton Beach
home.

Only have an hour for lunch?
That's all you need for
shampoo, cut and blow dry at
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HAPPYVALENTINESDAY!!!
(Registr~r' s Office, Room 8A
Thompson Hall)
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29 Main St.
Durham
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Hours
M-S9-5:30
· Thurs. eve.till 8
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classified ads
For Sale: Onkyo A-7 lntegrated Amplifier
65 watts Rms per channel $295.00. Pioneer
sx-750 Receiver 50 watts per channel $285.00.
GUITAR-:'GibsonSG100· 2 Gibson Pickups- Call Tom or Tobey 868-9787 or 2-2715. 2/10
grover machines, hard shell-lined case. Cali
For Sale: Skiis 190's Rossignol Comns. USM.
Marc 868-2108 $200. 2/10
~
_ . _ three times. Look Nevada bindings . $150
Call Nancy Lawton 868-9177or 862-2455. 2/17
Video Tape Recorder $360 firm, record up to
Snowshoes for sale. Handcrafted and durable.
1 hour on half inch video tape. 20 min .
Standard sizes available immediately, childtape and instruction book included. Good
ren sizes to order. Reasonably priced. For
for self critique, etc . 749-2158. 2/14
more information and to order call Donna
Day 868-2782. 2/14
Fischer 201 AM-FM stereo amplifier-receivSTEREO AM-FM radio, turntable and speaker. 1/a price $90· used down coat $10 ;
ers . Walnut finish. Excellent condition
Books for Man in His Environment and The
Only $85.00 Call Sue at 862-1945 or 868-9924
Living World . Very cheap! Call 664-2441
'),/)ti .
· before&:30A.M., afterl0:00P .M. ~/17

for sale '

For Sale: Ladies Rieker ski boots size . - - - ·
7M. Leather with metal buckles. Excellent
TURNTABLE-Duaf1225 a·; ;tomatic turnta.·
$
be
ff
c M
ble. Dust cover and a $40 Pickering carcon d1t10n . 20.00 or st O er. a 11 ar)
tridge included. Bought last year for $195
659-5230 PM or weekends. 2/lO
must saerifice for $115. Sounds great. , Cail
1
749-?844, ask-for J .T. 2/17 •
Ski s K 2 Holidays I 18:1 c·m I w/-144 hindi11 gs .
, _
.
l{('i k('r s ize· !I foam -li lied bu1· kl(' hoots. Call" For sale: 3_piece sectional sofa. Excellent
Dorotlly7-t!H lfi!laf1Pr:1 ::1o p .m.'2./ l7
cond1t10n Very reasonalffe. Call 868-2440
_ .. ,··-- ·-··- -=·• ··----. __ . __•..-.. _ ··_ . - .....
after 5 p.m . 2/10
~AR STEREO AM-FM 8 track, in. dash, Trak . x-country--,sk...,.is_w...,.it~h~b~in- d~in_g_:s, -boo-ts
hke n~, use_d only a few months-, $120 (10m) , poles Never used, must sell. Prices
new, askmg $601 call Tony 868-5173. 2/10 _ . j:eotiable. t\Jison Randall 305 or call 868Minolta XE-7 35mm camera. Auto exposure
2/10---:;;-;-----oc:--:----....,..--_,___
electrooic shutter. With -~
- m
... m lens tereo for Sale: Onkyo receiver .s:J watts
On~ y~r o@$26U.OO. Alsoba\'t!~lenses.· per channel KLH three way speakers PE
CaJLN~k_. 659-2117. iho
.,.
·· turntable with Empire cartridge. Cost' new
$940. sell for $450. Call 659-2632 (after 5
PJ!! )_j/21
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VW ·Bug 30;000 . miles on a rebuilt
engine. Needs ·
w.ork. but runs very
well. 150.00. Ca
ty 868-7446 2/10
1970 VW square ack . Radial tires , new
shocks great in snow, 28 MPG . $600.00 or
best olfer. Call · Skip 207-439-2812 (Kittery
Pt.) 2/10
FOR SALE - 1970 yellow 2 door Maverick
3 speed automatic, recent work - new wheel
cylinder. Snows, good gas mileage, 94,000
miles start talkin at $275. Call 659-2896. 2/10
1
rysler ewport seda·n,
cy , a.c~
4· dr, 1 . ps, pb;iradio, very good running
condmon · $500 or best offer; 868-5425. 2/14

1~1 6 Cylinder·, A~C •~ AG~ Alifomatic
transmission excellent running condition.
$1150 Please call 664-9635 2/10 _ _ __
For Sale 1975. Saab 99 LE - Excellent performance car Koni shocks, Michelins. Good
condition$4200.00 742-2879 (J.B. ) 2/10 .
~971 VEGA.- ins!)ected and run~ we~!. Virgin. 1a car means httle .rust. Radial tires, . amfm tam: pl1iyjg 1495 ::Bilis 6-57-0092 2?24 ·
_1969 Triump~ GT~ 48,000 mi. ;• $1650 nego'.
! liable. 742-6288 Rich 2/2i° . . ._
:__ ,.

Firewood--All hardwood Cut to desired
length ; split and delivered. $35.00 for half
cora. 435~2 2/17
·
For Sale-Ski Boots - Nordica Grand Prix,
only used this season. Size 8 <will fit up to
size 91h foot). $100.00 (regularly $170.00). call
659-5420 after 4 pm 2/24
USED -sKI EQUIPMENT.. . Si;~ . J.P.
Rosemount Boots - $15. 50 in. 8atrecrafter
Poles $5 . Marker Rour--rmn ummngs, q toes · . i'' o/"ial~~ 196s" V.W. 13ug-..:."ibi-an<l nc,v snoi'
used once. I'll sell separate or together. Cail . tires. rebuilt engine like new bra nd new
brakes nnd muffler . n<'cds body work . body
Mike 862-1819 2/24 ·
will 11:>t pas!i .inspection . Call 742- 1449. $2(KJ.
Compact · ~e-frigerat~r-, perfe£t for dorm_i.
2 yrs old. Same as those rented on Campds
for $50/year. For $60 lou can own one.
~om 964-5334 aroun 6 p.m . Will deli~ev.

--

1966

FOR SALE: Professional Swivel Desk Chair
, $30 - Krebs Maple coffee Table $40 - Locke
Boston Rocker $40 - Clover Green Tole Floor
. I:amp$25. Call659-2729after5;_3 0P.M. 2/17
Lloyd's multiplex stereo system . AM/FM,
8 track, phono, 2 walnut stereo speakers.
$125 firm . If interested contact : Bob Wiseman 438 Stoke or Call 2-2378. 2/17 ·.
0

cars for sale
FOR SALE: '67 VW Squareback. Rebuilt
engine. No rust. new tires. Best offer.
Call 868-2349. 2/17
'
"FoifsALE - 1969 Ford E~onoline VanVB Automatic trans. - heavy duty susJ)(lnsion - 4 good tires - $950 or nearest
offer436-1851Makeanoffer ! !2/10
_,
.

-- ·-

-

, 2/2 1

W7.2 MG Midget, low mileage, excellent condition. $2200 664-2162 aft~r 6. 2/ 17
FOK . SALE: . 197~. 9 _p~s-~ng~r VW . Bus .
Bfuei'White 43,000 miles asking -• 2 ~
431-4314 or 436 2831 2/10

for rent ·
SMALL HOUSE FOR RENT Cottage living
in newly remodeled country setting. Huge
bedroom, can be subdivided shower, kitchen with range and refrigerator. Den opens
to hm~e porcn. Garage and lar~_..barn 1.or
/storage. Animals allowed with deposit. Call
Kathy at 436-3377. On Sagamore Road near
Ladd 's
in
Portsmouth.
2/1_7
·.Room space for rent. Located just off
campus on Strafford Ave. at Alpha Gamma
Rho Frat. Call 868-9859 or 862-1306. 2/14
I
· -•t .,,__ __ ·.::_ __ t
' Rent; -~partment in central location .of D.o.-_·
.:ver. Un K-van route, near gr_ocery ._ To ~.
rnase or-suDiet roo1nro cau Na·ncy,""742-5338
er P<!m 6595622. 2/17

-··

FOR SALE: 1973 V.W. Fastback. 65,000
miles-repainted last summer. $1 ,800 or best
offer . Call 742-1955 between 5:30 and 7:00
p.m . 2/14
·

For Rent in Durham. Two female roomn;iates
needed to share furnished apt. $90 a month
plus electric. Call 659-2036 after 5:00. Ask
for Nancy, Roberta, or Kr is . 2/14
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POTSTILL

WINTER CARN IVAL
continued from page 3

y Sale
20 o·ff

·

Hoc

·

contestants appeared on the front
pages of each issue of The New
Hampshire.

Jimmie Lunceford, and his 15
After her coronation, the Carpiece band providing the music.
nival queen along with King WinA three-quarter ton crystal ball ter (a male student voted on by
was hung from the gym ceiling. the student body) would reign
The crystal ball had 7600 mirrors, over the Carnival activities.
reflected 14 different colored
By the 1960s, the traditions of
lights and used 14,000 watts of Winter Carnival had been well
electricity. Similar theme established. The Carnival would
costumes were not required that begin each year with a torch
year.
relay run around Durham,
Despite its theme "Nursery followed by various sporting
Rhymes," the Winter Carnival of events, the judging of the snow
1940 revealed unrest among sculptures and the Winter Carcampus women over the queen nival ball.
.
issue.
Despite this tradition, certain
In a survey done that year by changes were apparent. Instead
The New Hampshire, women of Benny Goodman's ·orchestra,
students said they were upset in 1967 Bill Cosby visited
with past Carnival queens they Durham. He had a good beat, but
considered "Imports." By imports, the women referred to .it was
hardmusical
to danceentertainment
to.
In 1968,
fem ales who were invited by was provided by Tom_Rus~ and
male students to spend the Car- Simon and Garfunkel.. Obviously
nival weekend at UNH and were the tradition of the Carnival Ball
therefore considered for the was dying.
coveted honor of being crowned
If it was not dead by 1969, it
Carnival queen.
died the year Spanky and Our
The women felt that the queen Gang cancelled and the Student
should always be a UNH student Senate voted to hold classes on
and not someone who "dropped in the Saturday that had been
to spend the night'' as one letter scheduled for Winter Carnival.
to the editor stated. ·
The contestants for Winter
In another survey done that Carnival queen persisted through
year by The New Hampshire, the 1960s, but the angelic pictures
faculty members seemed to of the contestants were wedged
agree with the women that the between stories about Vietnam
queen be a UNH student but also on the pages of The New Hampspecified that she be "blonde, blueeyed, slightly plump, and five shire.
In the early 1970s, Winter Carfeet five inches."
ciw~~d.
The 1940 queen was Priscilla
The events had been reduced to
Preston, a sophomore at UNH. a weekend hockey gaine, dance,
We can probably assume she was and two rock concerts. There
blonde, blue-eyed, slightly were no more Carnival queens.
plump, and about five feet five
Carnival themes such as "A
inches.
Question of Balance"._.and "WinWinter Carnivals in the early ter Wonder Where I Am" reflec1940s were down played as UNH Jed the despondent .attitude of
concentrated on its wartime students in the early '70s.
programs.
Since about 1975 theFe-has been
But with the end of the war, an attempt to revive the Winter
Winter Carnivals returned in 1946 Carnival at UNH but these enwith all their previous pageantry. deavors have fallen short of
The snow sculpture contests recreating the "gala events" (as
continued. Phi Mu Delta won ;they were always described) of
every year from 1947 to 1952.
the 1930s, '40s, and '50s.
The '50s was the decade of the
This year, we will even have
Winter Carnival queen. All other
Winter Carnival queen.
carnival events seemed unimpor- another
Maybe next year we'll get a
tant as all of Durham tensely crystal ball with 7,600· mirrors
awaited the coronation of the
queen. For weeks. pictures of the and
comepersuade
out of retirement.
Benny Goodman to

·''we also sharpen skates''
Ping pong bats
and
racquetball racquets

TRADITIONAL IRISH MUSIC
PLUS TAYLOR WHITESIDE
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
at the STONE CHURCH
1

ARE IN
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classified ads
.:. 1

For Rent: Furnished Apartment in Durham,
available immediately for 2 female roommates. $90/month includes all but elecli'icity.
Calf 659·2036 after 6 - Ask for Kris, Nancy,
or Roberta. 2/17

roommates
Female roommate needed IMMEDIATELY
to share apartment in Durham . Rent plus
utilities unaer $100.00/month. Call 868-7468 or
868-5460. 2/10
Need 1 female roommate to· share large
bedroom in apartment on Strafford Ave. ,
Durham . $125/month, includes everything.
Call Nancy, 868-7317. 2/21
One rO()IIlmate wanted for apt. in Dover
on K•van route. $80/mo. heat and electricity
included, ·no security · deposit. Call Pam
659·5622 or Nancy 742-5338. 2/21
Roommate wanted: non•smoking female to
share apt. in Dover on Kari-van. ·Own room
$125 a month includes utilities . Prefer
permanent resident. No dogs. Call Barbara
after5:00142-7563. 2/10
Roommate wanted to share three bedroom
duplex in Newmarket. Own bedroom, near
Kari•van. Rent: $55.00 per month plus utilities. Call Ed or Pete at 659·5822. Keep
trying.2/14
.
-~ Wanted: - 4th roommate. Own bedroom in
house w/ocean as front yard. Call 926-61.20. 2/21
Roommate wanted to share two bedroom
apartment at Westgate in Dover on Kari-van
route. $95/month (mcludes heat and water).
Call Rick 742-9187 evenings. 2/17
Female Roommate needed: to share nice
sunny apartment in Durham _with easy walk
to campus. Call 868-2934 after 5:00 Sharon. 2/14
Roommate . needel ' (male or fymale) ~o
share a 2 bedroom apt. on Heritage Hill
;jn Dover K•Van stops there. Rent $90/mo./
bdrm. Heat and hot water is free. Prefer
grad student or staff members, but students
are welcome. Call Ron Dumont at 2·2067
sa.m .-3 p.m. and 742-703_5 a_ft~r4 p.m. 2/2_4

SAILING .AROUND THE WORLD leaving
Nov. '78 for 2 yrs - 6 paying crew wanted ·
$16 000 ea. - 54' Ketch - just finished
circumnavigation - contact.· Hall Newell Yacht Lady Esther II• 1671 Miami Gardens
Drive North Miami Beach, Florida 33179
Phone 305-949· 1708. 2/17
ART STUDENTS - Valuecl work ~xperienc_e.
Needed are: G"raph1c arts Students, students
interested in Layout, Design, drawing and
ohoto art. No exner1enr.e neerlPrl r.0 nPr'll.
meeting Tues . Feb. 14, 7:00 Room 125 MUB
Granite Office 86H280 Z/14
.
..
Part-time Salesperson wanted for monthly
magazine Dover-Rochester area Call. 4317052 after 6:00 p.m. 2/24
·
.

wanted

Pair of Hockey Skates Size 81/2 to 10 1/2. Leave
name and phone no. at 868-5716. 2/14

lost and found
ILOST: In the vicinity of Young's and the
Franklin Theatre--A journal with a bright
cover (entitled It's a Beautiful World). Sentimental value. Please call 868-2985 or put in
MUB lost and found . 2/14
Missing male dog <HERC) Part Russian
,Wolfhound ·, red with black (bri_n dle) white
patch on chest call Durham 868-2727 Reward
last seen on campus Friday Feb. l 2/17

Congratulations Terry Girado and Kevin
Eddi~ from McLauihlin & Lord 48 hrs. of

~t:d

Ma~ft~~:• ~ouN~r~n ~~th K}dAY. JM-Tl~Lord & Si~~u say THANKS!

JOHN-IN PSYCH be patient. I don't know
, anyone here at U.N.H . l'm scared and shy so
' TALK TO ME . Psych , other side of the room .
2/21
Gwendolynne <sp? )-K.- yes you-who lives in
Lee, has a Barrme:ton Maihng address , and
a Dover (Durham'?' ) phone number-You owe
Found: Men's digital watch 1/20/78 near me a Dance!! Fri. nite? Call me 868-2496
Pettibrook market. Call. Nancy Lawton John 2/10
_862-2455. 2/10
" Do we have any wine Jeff? " asked Ms. Personality. "Unfortunately,· we 're high and
Reward! A -pair of prescription sunglasses
dry
." replied Mr. Finance. What I saicl about
in a red · vinyl case were lost durmg the
your face applies .to the rest of vou. r:i.use
first week of the sem.ester, on campus
·
~ou_
'r.'! so smart, especially . when y9~'re
or on Main Street. If found call 868-2962.
·sleepmg. Let's go "LOUNGING" again
2/14

--:-;---------;: .._
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help wanted

personals

services

lw

Martha and Jane - it 's time to start buying
dishtowels and air fn~sheners and lo Jtt
p;¥,~~t~~~~rhuT~~r2!/nere's lo sun and un

'"' ' '"

LOST: Pair of square-framed glasses in a
Hi! My name is Chuck 2/10
flowered cloth case. Call Karen 868-9707,
2-1650. 2/10
il..a;t: 3 cilunk' turquoise neckl~ce from Arizona
1-." fifok Stevens - thanlcs f~ breakfast the other
71.,~·. '1,\'p r<'all v apprP<·1;1I<' ,1 l>P11111s ,111<1
will reward in exce~ of value of necklace Ii
Ride needed!! Weekday mornings from
<;<•rry . J>.S St ,,~ ll<'a ltlt.\ .
found-Please call Meredith 868-2716. 2/14 'Seabrook to U.N.H. Must leave l>y 9:00
a.m.! ! Will share expenses. Call nights. 474Lost-Orange leather wallet, Activity Card &
j
Jon:
Hi honey! You _know we 're a g~oovy
3811 2/14
I.D. ? Ct. license in it, plus personnal
('<i'ilj1k. Thanks for h<·111g li<·n·. 1~m1· 11·011 t ~·011
valuables. Lost in vicinity of Keg Room
I)('
rn111<•'
.IP t ,illlH' 1Ironi om I• n •11<'lt d, ,s ~. ➔
Reward Call Merilee 868-9822 2/3/
Ride needed to hockey games at St. Lawrence (mainly),
wars ago ,
"ll1al's lon•i·pr .. 11.\l'l'Y
1
University, Canton, N.Y. Feb. 2, and 91ar1cson· 2 h 21
Vt\LENTINJ<:S I>,\ Y lings ,;nd Ki ss<·s. 111 ' '·
College, Potsdam, N.Y., Feb. 171 will share
~·011r s11m1·hou11d halw '
expenses. Please contact J\1agg1e 2-2476 or
:\lAllK atid KJ•:VI i\ : SnowlH1it1ul ; ti l{o~·,d
868-9865. 2/10
_
('n•sl ('ounln ('luh w;,s an <'\p<·1w1w<·'
Willie Wogg: Hap1py Valentines Day! From
c:n•;d Sp;1glwiti . haµg, p;,nl s. l11('k.1· 11< • .111st
Eour SweeU1eart. B . Brat 2/10
\\('Ill shopp111g . 01_1 IIH· toll In·<· pho111 • ;,~;11n .
ongraluhifions fo Paur Tassman
l',<·1·<•rh fl11lhilll<'s. lilw,,r.v i,- ('los<'d . l<'I ,- 1111
(Christensen 419) on your recent
WORK wanted: Waitressine. babvsittine.
llw
pub .. J,;v $1 .:l!l/ g,d . 11i<·<· sll('r,1to11. <·x
engagement to the girl back home!?! L.
clea-ning, Farin work; ANYTHING! Part.. • "Lesson Learned". 2/10
('(•ll<•nl du•l s. 111 ( ·,,lioot s . 11·1t.,1 IHI 11101T
tfme basis. Linda742-.8613' 2/14
.salad
. ~'ito<:k up · Brl'llll(' l''S ( ' Olllln!.', ba<'kSquat, Roy Tracy George, BOBO, The CON
111a111\s to11 s 1·:-. .
and anybody else who cont_inues to AB.USE
TYPING of theses, resumes, r~ports, corn~sme. Cut it out you're hurtmg my feelings.
1\1/\('Klf<:: IIAl'l'Y ! hi l\llrl'lll>A Y' I don't
pondence, · on ,BM Correc~mg Sele<;tric,
WAITHAM 2/10
.
,·.,r<· ll'hal thos<• guvs s,,1· ,,ho11t :-0 11. l Lm·<·
choice of style/pitch, by experienced busmess
!Dear
Bfll
New
-York's·
back
in
town
,
1·011 " .lust tlw \\'av "'"t an•' .. Lo,<' lon• 1 <·r
teacher/secretary. Fast, efficienS reasonwaitin~ to be shown the quiet N.H. l_ife again .
·, or uni ii tlw slo<'k g11<'S do11·11 · Bnos i, ·
able, dependable. _Call Di~na .:1chuman,
better
tour•gu1de.
Hope
Couldn
t
think
of
a
University Secretarial Associates, 742·4858.
l Ma('kie: . Jiappy·
~Isl Birlhdayt
you'll 'Consider the offer. Love ya, ERNIE.
2/14
snowho1111d 1111wlt: Wl11) ('I s<· ]-:<'1:-. ,, l<·11111s
2/14
h,,11 ,,11[1 ,, nu ·t• <·,;rd'' 1,,k1 · 1·111 o!tl 1111_11 1110
WANTED :eligil>le work study student lo
ANT to s~Ii your used backoacking equippall's. ol.. ;,hort s i I .!'I ·s slt;,n • 11101·,, I\ d.,>·s.
ATO - Get psyched for a great Wintt:r
work l:i hours a week . '<'VC'nfngs & Saf1,1r.
1ent or cross-countrY skis? Contact tfie
Loi·<· 1nl 11111 ·' . 11,101.,·r \\ 11111.,·r
dav I as wat<'hman al the .Jackson Esluarie .... REAT BAY TRADER, Lee traffic circle.
Carnival weekend! . Our snow sculpture 1s
Lahoraborv. Must h 9 v<• own lra11sport.1lion. ~-7488. Ask for Jack Dudley. 2/17
n_~r J Love Aigha Xi Delta. 2/lQ ____ _
Sigma . Nu Fraternity: We've-grown 'from
I
Be availafJle lo sttirt work imnwdiatelv.
zero to 43 initiates in Jess than two years,
Conta<"I l\lr . Burrwll 2·2175 U H
•
TYPING - LetterS-:-Rusumes, R;ports, The:
Dear Mom - Best of luck on your Big
. Come see why; INFO Meetings Feb. 6,
ses 20 .YfS. e~. 749-2692._2/10_~ - ~ =
Day. MuchLove 1Kevin.
7.13. in the Grafton Rm . MUB 7:30-10 pm. 2/10
.JOBS ON Sli!PS' Am<'l'i<'an . l"on•1g11. No
Typmg-'.fast, efficient, . reasonabie; theses,
exp<•rien<'e l'L'<Jllirpd Ex<"<•llenl pay. _World To Tliegirlw·howasRepairing the ·silver
Steve-P~u're the King of all kings f 2/10
Reports, Papers. Have Correcting Selectric
wHk trn v!'I. Summer Joh or career. Send
Bracelet last semester in her MUB .Craft
and Symbol element...Elaine Vachon, Box
$:l.00 for information . SEAl''t\X, 1Jq1t. U·:i,
Course:
Where are you , and the bracelet?
288 Middle Rd. Rt 1, Dover, NH 03820
Box 204\l. Port Angel<'S , WashitWlon !J!l:162 .
I'd really like to get it back soon and pay
tel (603) 742--0394 beliveries Arranged. 2/24
;> 117 .
l;le_y De~ - We're r:ich!_Only 21 days till Blai;t
-you for your work. Please call me at 659-5~Spanish-English translations and typing.
off ! Keep dehvermg those Li Jobes. :!/10
or 2-1490. and leave messa~, Mark 2/24
.
'co'i.JNSELORS ASSOCIATION OF PRI.:' QIU Exeter '778--0160 2/24
· Blackjack, Roulette,· Crap.5, Coffee,ouse,
VATE CAMPS seeks qualified counselors
Novelties Food & Enterlamment. Where's
for 90 member camps located N. Eastern · Need aii experienced, de~ndable babysitter? ' .1,farianne/Dian~-How is life down at area II .
it all happening? At Greek Nile of Sin, Fri,
U.S. July and August. Contact: Associa- Call Pam at 868-2587 in Durham. Available
Did YQU have fun . at th.e dance marathon?
Feb. 10 in the MUB. Don't miss it! 2/10
tion of Private Camps , 55 West 42nd St., every night except Monday. ?./17
Call me when you get a chance. 2/10
~!;)W ~ork N.Y._1!)<!36 (2_12) 736-6595. 2/10

rides

.IV

HEY HOUND TABLE MEMBERS. - It's
WINTER CARNIVAL WEEKEND . How
about a ski trip or just a trip to Mr. Whittier
Inn? Did the l:iig Wentz come to town? Let's
g_q,l'm ready to RUN! 2/10 _, _____ _
Kiddo! The year went so fast. Had a great
ti me , Hope to see you in Florida. From your
Valentine . Babe 2/10
To a- Cool ''NUT". You serve the best ice
cream in town . The Cookie Mistress and I
'will be v·is'iting you soon. Stay cool and
beware of flying snowoaus. Tne director.
2/ t!!__ -- _ _ _ _ _ _ ----- _ _ _
And Now-WLUV presents : Vicky is
definitely Action's . MAIN ATTRACTION!

_____;::a=n=d .. ,__ _.
WSBE Majors: Applications are n!)W
available for Peer Advisors . You can receive
the apJ>lications and further information at
l20McConnell.Sophomores~ndJuniorsare
urged to apply 2/]4 ·
· ~
. __ _ _
TAVOLA ITALIAN A: The Italian lunc1ieon
will be held every Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. in
Murkland 110. All those in the campus community who wish to develop or sharpen their
la!}g!!a_@skills are invited l<,> attend . 2/28
ITALiANCOFFEEHOUR:Therewillbean
Italian coffee hour each Wednes_d ay al 4:00
p.m. in Murkland 110. All those m the campus community who wi_sh to de~elop or sharpecnr.dt. he ir language skills ar_e 1_n_v_1_l_ed__t_o__a_l·
lei 2128
.Jewish Students Meeting Sun . Feb. 12 7:30
i\lliniDormno.12/_1_4
____ _
Place your bets in. the GOLDEN NUGGET
at r:,lite of Sin, Friday, Feb. JO in th.e MUB'.
EnJoy D.J. RICK BEAN in the Granite State
~oo.m from 11 :00-1 :00. 2/14
· - - -.......----,-----,,---.,,.,..,--.,.,-....,._
Area II Ski Trip to Loon Mnt. Sunday.
-J<'ebruary 12. Bus leaves from the quad a 1
6:30 a .m. Returns at 6:30 p.m . $11 for chair
ticket and transportation. Sign up at the
.Devine desk. 2/10
: Library fire alarms : Continuous ringing of, .
bell in· the Library indicates a fire alarm'.
Uoon hearing this. all_patrons are to procee~
to the nearest fire exit. Fire exit
sign_s :_ir~~le_d 1hr..oug_houl Uie r~1_nrary. z, 1-•
VALENTINES DAY ain 't far away! Have
a heart and give your honey a WSBE
"Study Business in the Boonies" T•shirt.
On sale in McConnell Hall Lobby! 2/14
_
Horse drawn sleigh rides. Excellent for
frats ., Sororities or groups . Contact Richard
Rm 33? 2-1619 or Les l3a rden 332-0082. 2/ 14
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COIDICS

Oil spill
by Bob Finegold

On Campus

results still
ullknown

S1tt. I.f' Yo~ /lit£ fl.AJIIIIH (, TO llVICT
'-/ll>lt "1.L'i' 11NU'A~LE lJIJ)IOAC.TIVC
••· ANJ> TM£ C.L£/IK Sllfli I'""' Cit
fk011 TIIESE 6LOWUlt. no11<s ...,, ...
6N£ IJ~ 1-it/11' 111"1> Ll&HT ~e wf.
c,ul fl.lt'i Wrftl O"a. roYl iE fDII.E

(.o1t,&6'Sf'..n11'{•t'(. VlS,£H1~1>~

IS<'T#l'ES1 1!.tt•"Yc THl!U II HI 4116t
(l\llll'-E llf It THftu10Jlu <L£/llt )tOa.oC,...,Si 'T'HEN Ill \ISIN•A ~Ei.llT1"£L

OIL
continued from page 3

11of.l! ,Tll-gLlf Yl:r l'\Ofllf f"f!ll~t'II: Su&~T/\ll~C.-llf"l_._ _ _ __

1

1

by K. Brown

Underlings

manent degradation~
No one really knows.
Maritime experts have already _
said what they-know about the aftermath of the break-up of the
Bouchard 105. The oil has spread
throughout Great Bay a~d the
toxins present in the oil are carcinogenic~ known to cause tumors
in shellfish.
What remains to be seem is the
final effect. And as Croker said,
that's subject to proba].>ilitv and
preC1Iction.

University
•
may insure
donations

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudea~
ff{~ 5llllil5 A Nll/eP~ !

111& 511111115 A tlf/R-

/

P~!!

by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds
I/-141f~

aur I LIKE /.1111/...

~

iAKING I/GR 'fl) "/ills

GAME W4S A 8,41)
MOV£1 W,t/A,n1RA.

3

4

5

44 Coffin stands
46 Tape recorder
1 paper
brand
·
6 Cut
47 ear
11 String of beads
48 Exchanged words ·
13 Berated
50 Wide's partner
15 Italian food
51 Bowling ball
16 Mr. Beery
material
17 Linguistics suffix 53 Scholarly
18 Cotton cloth
55 Periods of -time
20 Part of BMOC
56 Brownish p1gments
21 Time periods
57 Know -the 23 Tennis term
58 Gives a signal
24 Slang for fires
25 The Flintstones'
DOWN
pet, et al.
1 Antelope leather
27 Statement term
2 Old Italian capital
28 Baseball hall-offamer, Irvin 3 Prefix for gram or
graph
29 Military gestures
· 4 Certain sound
31 Soils
5 Lamprey fi s,~erman
32 Greek statesman
6 Like a snake
34 Greek is 1and
7 Prison section
36 Leveling devices
8
Bui-lding wing
39 Baseball MVP of
. 1961
9 Unyielding
10 Takes back,as a
40 forma
statement
41 Piano seat
11 B.el ief
43 Mr. Kazan
ACROSS

Answers, page 9 ·

12 Angry outbursts
13 Low, wet land
14 Stupid
19 Grouped closely
22 Hospital convalescence rooms
24 Women's wear
26 Hangs ten
28 Ways of conducting ·
oneself
·
30 God of the sky
31 Presidential monogram
33 Piano keys
34 Quality
35 South American
river
37 nail
38 Musical pieces
39 Distributed
40 Forest inventory
42 Ancient harps
44 College in Mafoe
45 Type style
48 one's time
49 Formal fight
52 Baseball hall-offamer, Lajoie
54 Genetic material

INSURANCE
_continued from page 9
provost for budget and administration, the interest for the
new legislation was generated by
the art department. "A lot of
people don't want to give a gift,
like a painting for instance ,
without the assurance that it is
protected.
"The art department had the
potential for some gifts if the
University had the ability to insure them ," he said.
Now, because of this new law, if
a gift which has been insured is
damaged or destroyed, another
item "of equivalent cultural and
monetary value" can be purchased in the name of the donor,
said Norman Myers , vice
president and treasurer for the
University System.
Without the ability to insure,
such a guarantee could not be
made, said Arthur Balderacchi,
chairman of the art department.
According to Balderacchi, the
University has always been able
to insure visiting exhibits or
materials on loan. However, it
was when donations were actually made to the University
that they could no longer be
covered with insurance.
Balderacchi said his department does not yet know which
items in the University collection
will be insured.
Not all gifts to the University
will be insured said Robert
Leberman, director of development.
The value of some gifts is in
their usefulness to the University
and not in their replacement cost.
Some items, such as livestock,
would probably not be replaced if
they were destroyed, he said.
The library is planning to
request insurance for a collection
of manuscripts and possibly
some other rare books, said
Donald Vincent, University
librarian.
He said he will make the final
decision regarding which books
to insure will be made by the
academic vice provost, the vice
provost of budget and administration, the special collections librarian and hil.w,elf.
Now that it is possible,
numerous departments who have
been recipients of gifts may be
looking into insuring them, said
Leberman.
To date, no requests for insurance have reached his office,
said Prince.
Except for gifts, all other
Unjversity property is still
covered under the la,w which ·
prohibits state funds from being
spent to pay insurance premiums
for casualty-type coverages, said
Morris.
For the total loss of a building
by fire, the University would
have to go to the state legislature
for an appropriation, said Myers.
Partial losses, thefts and vandalism are absorbed by the
operating budget of the University, he said.
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Everyday • -Sale Day

Hood' House provides transportation
HOOD HOUSE
continued from page 2

such as maj_or lacerations or
broken bones.
Students often find themselves
waiting up to an hour at Hood
House for their rides.
Richard Stevens, vice provost
for student affairs, has authorized
the allotment of unused funds
from the Student Affairs Office
to remedy the problem.
"We have only three physicians
on duty this semester, and are
unable to keep a physician on
duty after five p.m. on weekdays.
"The resulting problem is more
students going to WentworthDouglass Hospital in Dover for
their medical services. Up to five
or six trips may be made in a
night," Regan said.

Eighty patients were transported during the course of last
semester according to Hood
House statistics. These were cases
of students needing immediate
medical care, but not emergency
care, such as x-rays or other
laboratory services not available
from Hood House during evenings
or weekends.

·a t

RED'S

Hoffman and Stephanie Tallarico,
who will make UNH vehicles
available for transportation
between 4 p.m. and 8 a.m. while
Hood House 1s closed.
The students will be "helping
around I the house" from four
p.m_.to midnight, and then will be
on 15 minute recall.
Since health fee funding is not
available for the program, plans
are·indefinite for coming semesters.
,"The drivers Will attend the
defensive driving course on Feb.
14 and will begin work the next
day," said Regan.
He added, whether the transportation system continues in the
future depends on its success this
semester and if there is a need .

Headquarters for Famous Brands
_Jt Low Discount Prices!

SAVE 20% Tcr60% ON
Footwear ·for the Entire Family!

I

Why Pay More?

RED'S~

)

SHOE
BARN

Open Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 9:00
5 BROADW A 'f • S~_!· 9:00 to 5:30
DOVER N.H

Need
information
or
someone

to talk to?
Call Cool-A id
2-2293.

TOI

II

No matter what career you're aiming for, you need the best education
you can get to be c;ompetitive in the employment marketplace.
You need motivation techniques, management skills, self-discipline and
the ability to get the job done. That is what you get in Army
ROTC - the very essence of leadership and management. You'll also
receive $100 a month for 20 months of your last two years.

TO-YOII
CUIIICllll.
For details call:

862-1079

or
Stop in the Army ROTC building

TIE TWD-YEIR PIICRIII.
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ACADEMIC

·RESEARCH

,

-Ta_.dy ponders KaklaIDanos's fate

l 0,000 TOPICS
KAKLAMANOS
QUALITY GUARANTEED! , , continued from page 3
statement will reveal his feelings
SEND $1.00 FOR YOUR 220-l'AGE
on the matter."
MAIL ORDER CATALOG
"It's going to be a couple of
days before we know where to·
go," Tandy said. "I don't think
there will be any direct impact.
We'll have to see how much of a
ruckus is felt.''
Beth Fisher, last year's head of
~~~~.~,~,~~~~ Students for the University said,
l "Jim is supposed to be representing the Students for the University on University _issues. I think
he's having difficulty separating
_
--~ · the two positions. Whether Gov.
-~
Absolute accreditation with World Health Organization listing. - , Thomson goes to South Africa or ·
Meets eligibility r~quirements of the Association of American Medical
New York, it's not an issue to the ·
Colleges for the COTRANS program. Students qualify to ta\e ECFMG
University."

STUDY MEDICINE
·1N THE

I:

I

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

r:

-'··

.,
IiI

'

..

...
-

..

-L

'

examincition. Approved institution for U.S. Dept. of HEW's guaranteed
student loan program and VA benefits. Over 1,500 U.S. citizens now
enrolled. A non-restrictive admission policy is in effect along with a
two-semester pre-med program. We are now processing appllei11iu11i1 ru.the summer and fall semesters of 1978 on the basis of first qualified first accepted.
We are absolutely not associated with any American "Admissions
Office" or placement company. Our offices and representatives, all of
)Nhich are in the Dominican Republic, provide continual aid to students
in the areas of housing, purchasing, cultural _orientat_ion, and
coordination of language instruction. There are no exorbitant fees ..
involved; hidden or otherwise. Students are requested to apply directly
to the Dominican Republic. You may call: 809-688-4516. You may
write:
CENTRAL RECRUITING OFFICE
DOMINICAN UNIVERSITIES OF MEDICINE
dificio Diez-Oficina 508; Conde 202-3; Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic

~~~~-~~~~)41111k,.....(.l.-ia«>i

Peter Hollister, the director of
University relations, is the ad- visor to the lobby group. He will
meet with Kaklamanos today to
discuss the direction the group
will take this year.
"Under Beth and (former
Student Body President) Jim
(O'Neill), the organization was
an advocacy organization in
terms of going to the
legislature," he said. "I don't
know whether Peter Tandy and _
Jim want to continue the
organization in the same way,"
said Hollister.
Hollister said the subject of
Kaklamanos's statements "may
·come up.
"I'm not going to prejudge
Jim's capc:1c~ty to do the job until

I find oµf, how:he views the group
and if he wants the organization
to be handled differently,"
Hollister said.
"_students for the University
worked exclusively with the
budget and did a good job last
year," Kaklamanos said. "There·
is a difference this year in that
the budget-question is over.
''There is now a wide range of
bills alive which would affect the
University. And,, again, we may
not go back into special session at
all in the legislature," added
Kaklamanos.
"Jim is a very capable person," Tandy said. "I've talked .
with Jim and I've felt assured
that there wouldn't be a
problem."

Student Trustee w~ be froID PlyIDouth
'musTEE
"'
continued from page 5
Caucus meeting, according to
Tandy.
The deadline for accepting applications for the position was extended due to a lack of interest,
according to Smith.
"There was a lot of misunder-

standing about concern over the
position generated by an article
in the CLOCK (PSC's student
newspaper)." said Smith. "As a
result, members of the senate
have been actively recruiting and
contacting qualified people for
the job."
"Students often have - two

reasons for not wanting to apply
for something like this," said
Smith.
,,, "Firstly, they say, oh gee, I
couldn't do that. Or, I'm too busy
for that. Many students don't
realize the importance the
studept trustee," Smith said.
"Interest was slow at first,"
said PSC Student Activities
Director John Clark. "But this
was largely due to the late
semester beginning. We didn't
start classes until the first week
of February.''
After Alllson emphasized the
possibility of losing the opportunity to nominate students for
the position, we didn't select five
l)eopte showed more interest."

Canadian
Brass

DOl'T OVIBLOOI US
'

LOOI

us

OVIB

You might find just what you're looking for.
We're not only one of the largest diversified financial
institutions in the country, we offer interesting and
challenging careers to rival the excitement of
"glamor" industries.
J

Our business depends in large measure on our data
processing capabilities, and we have some of the most
sophisticated equipment available. As the demands
increase, we need college trained people to join our
staff ~nd help develop new systems.
We encourage your personal growth with opportunities for continuing education - rein\bursement for jobrelated courses, courses leading to academic degrees
and excellent in-house educational facilities.

THE TRAVELERS
1 Tower Square
Hartford, Ct. 06115
An equal opportunity emplo~er M/F

Give yourself a chance. Give us a chance to explore
with you some prospects for a career that will satisfy
all your ~riteria. Visit our college r~lations officer who
will be on your campus Februa!'Y 14.
Please mak(! an appointment through your Placement
Director.

BRASS
.. continued from r:;~9e 12
bravado needed to live up to the
jokes both in his superb trombone
playing and in his quick sketches
of character.
The Flight of the Tuba Bee by
Rimsky-Korsakov was brilliant.
It sounded like "a nectar-filled
bee trying desperately to fly
homeward."
At one point Daellenbach's
fingers got tired. As he continued
to sound the tuba, Romm, a
trumpet player, fingered the keys
of the instrument for him. The
audience roared and clapped in
approval.
,
The Shreveport Stomp, a toetapping 50s number and a tribute
to Sousa's marching music
rounded out their repertoire.
Sousa's . marching music
reminded one of football field
marching bands, graduations,
school songs and alma maters.
With rhythmic crescendos contrasted by softened notes, the
Canadian Brass sounded like a
full parade band.
Piet Hein, an old poet, once
stated, "There is one art, no ·
more, no less, to do all things with
artlessness." Canadian Brass is a
true example of a group who performs so well,- that it appears
easy and uncomplicated. They
grasp the greatest form of art,
that of "artlessness."

The
New Hampshire
needs
sportswriters

if interested
come to room
151
in the MUB
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No, this isn't the track of Bigfoot. It's an example of the poor condition of the track in UNH's
Paul Sweet Oval. (Lee Hunsaker photo)

'Worn down' track a problem
TRACK
continued from page 20

trying to keep from thinking about the track and its roughness."
Women's track coach Jean
Roberts said the area where the
track and the dirt infield meet
is also another serious problem.
''The track is worn down in
stretches where it is about an
inch deep," said Roberts. "It
gets to be like an obstacle course.
''Our runners look for it and
can run around it. The real danger comes in the visiting team
because they don't know about it."
Roberts said that in the women's only home meet to date
(Jan. 28 against Bowdoin), one
opponent stepped in the inch deep
gutter and pulled several ligaments in her foot.
She also said that UNH hosts
only those teams which don't
have cin indoor facility. "Otherwise, we travel," she said.
Copeland and Roberts said they

recently filed a joint proposaf to hopes of beginning (re)c~nstruchave the track resurfaced with a tion in the fall of 1979. I think .
synthetic material. It became that is a reasonable goal at this
part of a much larger proposal point."
The track problem is not a new
encompassing the renovation of
several areas of the Field House. one. according to acting Athletic
According to Sports Council Director Junie Carbonneau:
Chairman Maynard Heckel, these · "We've fought -a long time,"
renovations may not be made in _he said, "and now we got nowhere to go. Now we've got to
the near future.
"It's the usual problem of no wait and see. For now, we just
money," said Heckel. "A state have to make do with what we
with no real capital budget means -have.
"I'm not upset with BU," he
a university with no money. The
question is, where can we turn to . continued. "If they don't want to
come up here to run, then fine.
to get the money?''
The Sports Council, a group of We'll run with somebody else."
But Copeland said, "There are
students representing the various
University teams and faculty more teams than jl!_st_BU that
members, is currently working feel.the same way as they <BU)
on a fund raising program which do.
"If you loo~ at the facilities
Heckel hopes can begin next fall.
"If a suitable plan is devel- you'd upderstand the problem,"
oped," said Heckel, who js also said Copeland. "It's an unforthe associate dean of the School tunate situation and I don't know
of Life Sciences and Agriculture, the answer. And this summer or
next, I don't see anything hap"then we can start it next fall,
run it through the winter with pening."

New Hampshire·
ski conditions

Icat stats.[

LEGEND: NEW-NEW SNOW (WITHIN LAST 24 HOURS); PDR-POWDER; PKD-PACKED POWDER; LSGR-LOOSE GRANULAR; FRGR- ,
FROZEN GRANULAR-TC-THIN COVER; VC-VARIABLE CONDITIONS;
WBLN-WINDBLOWN; LTD-LIMITED (LESS THAN 50 PERCENT OF
TERRAIN OPEN); MM-MACHINE MADE; NO-NOT OPERATING; OPROPERATING; N-NOVICE- I-INTERMEDIATE; E-EXPERT; P-POOR;
F-FAIR; G-GOOD; E-EXCELLENT; NITE-NIGHTSKIINGAVAILABLE .
fATTITASH-PKD PDR N-E I-E E-E ..
BLACK MTN-PDR PKD PDR N-E I-E E-E
BOBCAT-PKO PDR N-E I-E E-E
RETTON WOODS-PKD PDR PDR N-E T-E E-E
J3RICKYARD MTN-PKO PDR N-E I-E E-E NITE

UNH captain Jon Fontas leans into Yale's John Weber during
play last weekend. After having last night's game at BC
snowed out, the Cats will host Clarkson tomorrow at 3: 30.
( George Newton photo)

Wildcats host tough
Clarkson Colleg~
By Lee Hunsaker
ican defenseman Bill Blackwood.
Clarkson College, the number
the defense has been suspect (mtwo hockev_ team in the ECAC cluding Blackwood, who has yet
with an 11-5 record, will be in
to live up to his title this year).
Durham tomorrow for a rare afThis puts much of the pressure
ternoon game.
on freshman goaltender Ken
The game, which starts at 3: 30 Moore, who has responded to the
p.m., will be televised across New task with a 4.20 goals per game
England as the ECAC Game-of- average and a .869 save percentage. Moore ha~ played in 18 of
the-Week on Channel 7.
the Golden Knights' 24 games,
Though touted as having an ex- being spelled occasionally by
tremely explosive offense, the Pete M1eJzynsKi.
Golden Knights will be without
Clarkson has been hot and cold
their top scorer, Kevin Zappia,
this year, as is the case with
who after 20 games, has tallied many Division I squads. Its record
23 goals and 19 assists for 42 reflects this with wins over Colpoints. Zappia separated his gate, 8-2, 7-2; St. Lawrence, 6-3,
shoulder ten days ago and will 10-3; Providence, 10-6; Boston
be out for three weeks.
College, 9-5; and Vermont, 8-5;
Behind Zappia in scoring is __and losses' to Cornell, 10-2; BosCraig Laughlin ( 13-2&--39) and ton University, 7-4 and RPI, J-4
Marty McNally {14-25-39).
and 7-3.
Balance is the key to the Knight
UNH coach Charlie Holt will
offense, as shown in Laughlin's most likely counter York's full
position on the fourth line. Coach squad with three offensive lines
Jerry York has mixed his lines and three sets of defense, thereall season long, and appears to be by eliminating Clarkson's chance
of placing a checking line on
doing the same for UNH.
York hopes to go with four of- UNH's high flying trio of Frank
Roy, Ralph Cox and John
fensive lines and three sets of deNormand.
fense. Though sporting All-Amer-

ECAC Div. I hockey standings
I

CANNON-PKD PDR PDR N-G-E I-G-E E-G-E
CROTCHED MTN-PDR N-E 1-E E-E
I)ARTMOUTH SKlWAY-PKD l>OR PDR N-_E I~E E_:E
GUNSTOCK-PDR PKD PDR N-G-E I-G-E E-G
HIGHLANDS-PKO PDR N-E I-E E-E
KING PINE-PDR PKD PDR N-E I-E E-E
KING RIDGE-P~D PDR N-E 1-E E-E
MITTERSILL-PKD PDR PDR N-E 1-E E-E OPR WEEKEND
MOOSE MTN-PKD PDR N-E 1-E E-E NITE
LQ_ON MTN-PKO PDR GR N-E I-E E-F-G WBLN
MT CRANMORE-PKO PDR N-E 1-E E·E
MT SUNAPEE-PKO PDR PDR N-E I-E E-E
' PA_TS PEAK-PDR PKO PDR N-E I-E E-E _.
RAGGED MTN-PKO POR N-E I-E E-E

Team ( Overall Record) Won Lost Tied Pct.
Boston University (20-0-0)
Clarkson ( 14-8-0)
Boston College (16-6-0)
Cornell (13-4-1)
Brown (9-8-1)
Harvard 01-7-0)
New Hampshire 04-7-0)
RPI 02-7-1)
Providence 00-13-1)
Northeastern (9-10-1)
Dartmouth (9-10-0)
Yale (8-11-1)
Vermont (12-12-0)
St. Lawrence (9-15-0)
Princeton (5-9-2)
Pennsylvania (4-12-2)
Colgate _(4-l7-0)

16
11

12
~

9
9
10
6
7
7
7
8
6
6
3
2
3

0
5
6
4
5
6
7
7
9
9
9
11
10
11
8

SNOWS MTN-PKO PDR I-E OPR WEEKEND
TEMPLE MTN-PKO PDR N-E 1-E E-E OPR WEEKEND
Tt:NNEY-PDRN-E I-E E-E

WHALEBACK-PKO PDR PDR N-E I-E E-E
WHITTIER LIFTS-PKD PDR PDR N-~ I-E E-E
WILDCAT-PKO PDR PDR N-E I-E E-1!;
WILDERNESS-PDR PKD PDR N-E I-E E-E

1.000 95
.688 93
.667 103
.679 113
.633 70
.600 65
.588 107
.462 56
.441 82
.441 99
.438 76
.425 68
.375 61
.353 67
.292 44
.231 51
.167 55

Games
GA Remaining
58
72
95
51
47
75
84
57
75
83
82
89
75
98
52
82
130

7
8

5

8

7
8

8
9
6
8

7
6
7
5
9
8
7

February 11
UPCOMING DIVISION I GAMES

1

TYROL-PKD PDR N-E I-E E-G-E
WATERVILLE VALLEY-PKO PDR N-E I-E E-G-E

9

15

0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
2
0

GF

February9
Dartmouth at Providence
Harvard at Cornell
f"ebruary 10
RPI at Boston University
Clarkson at Northeastern
Yale at Princeton
Brown at Pennsylvania

Clarkson at UNH
Cornell at Dartmouth
Brown at Princeton
Yale at Pennsylvania
Vermont at Colgate_
RECENT RESULTS
Brown 3 Vermont 2
St. Lawrence 5 Colgate 4
Boston Univ. 12 Boston Colle~e 5
Harvard 4 Northeastern 3 0
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UVM falls, 57 -54

Layne puts Cats over top
back to tie the score, but said UNH coach Gerry Friel after
By Gerry Miles
BURLINGTON, VT. - Ron Laskaris, with the aid of Van- the game. ''Peter Laskaris had ·
Layne sank two free throws with Deventer, paced UNH to a 21-15 one of his best first halves ever. It
26 seconds left to break a lead.
was a total team effort."
Vermont crept to within two
deadlock and send the UNH
Friel also spoke in superlatives
basketball Wildcats to their fifth again with five minutes left in the
a~~ut
~ayne and VanDeventer.
half,
23-21.
Both
teams
traded
win of the season, 57-54, here last
baskets back and forth until
night.
V anDeventer collided with
Junior UNH guard Keith Dickson hit two free throws with Tyrone Johnson during the game
Dickson iced the game when he 20 seconds left to send UNH into and suffered a deep cut over his
converted the front end of a one- the locker room with a two point left eye. He received four stitches .
and-one free throw with four edge.
after the game, but not before he
- "We worked very, very well," played the second half.
seconds left.
The win broke a five-game
UNH losing streak. The Cats are
now 5-16, and Vermont stands at
8-12.

Brendan VanDeventer led the
Wildcats with 18 points, 11 of-which came in the first half.
Peter Laskaris was next with 16
µuiut::,. Ht hall an Chcellent fir:,t

UNH's Peter Laskaris, shown here pulling down a rebound
earlier this season, had an excellent 04 points) first half at
Vermont last night as the Cats broke a five-game losing
streak. (Art Illman photo)

BU won't run on UNH's track
1

UNH hockey fans
come alive again

half with 14 points.
Vermont came back from a
ten-point second-half defecit to
knot the score at 46 with 8:46
remaining. UVM's freshman
standout Jim Nocera hit for six
There are two particularly good things about this
straight baskets to lead the
year's Wildcat hockey team. The first thing is that the
charge.
Cats are winning. The second is that it's a helluva
The lead changed hands three
lot of fun watching them play.
times and the score was
deadlocked again at 54 with 1:14
Hockey at Snively Arena has always been good. It's
left. The Wildcats then stalled the
usually been winning hockey. But last semester, some
ball, waiting for the last shot.
of the magic seemed to be missing. Maybe it was the
Layne was fouled by Dana
1-6
start in the ECAC. Maybe it was the frustration
Correll and his free throws put
of losing a handful of one-goal games. Maybe it was
UNH up to stay.
Laskaris scored six straight
the absence of Bob Miller and Rod Langway, who came
points to open the game and the , as close to being UNH superstars as anvone.
Wildcats jumped out to a quick
6-2 lead."· Nocera brought uyM .• Whatever the reason, the
crowds were dull and often
lifeless. Even that man with
the cowbell behind the players'
benches couldn't vitalize the
bleachers.
Snively Arena was being
replaced by Vermont's Cutlerson Field House and Boston
' College's McHugh Forum as
the new hot beds of spectator
interest.
But this semester, things are
different. It's refreshing to see
the Snively stands alive again,
and always packed. There
may even soon be a reappearance of the line formation
outside the arena two hours
before the opening face-off.
The rejuvenated Snively fans

The worn down track in the high hurdles area of UNH's Paul Sweet Oval is one of the reasons
why BU cancelled tomorrow'S meet at UNH ( Lee Hunsaker ph-Oto)

Bv Lee Hunsaker
~Boston University indoor track
coach Dave Hemerv called UNH's
Paul S\ .reet Oval a "road full
of potholes,'' and cancelled tomorrow's scheduled meet at UNH
because, he said, "I don't want
my athletes who have trained so
hard to run the risk of injury.''
UNH track coach John Copeland said injuries have been a
problem atthe track.
· "Last year," said Copeland,
''they mm had two athletes that
suffered injuries due to the track
surface. One was torn ligaments
and the other- was an ankle injury.
"There is a very drastic chance
of recurrence (of injuries).''
In a telephone interview yesterday, Hemery said he has two
runners who are "both of Olympic caliber," and he doesn't want
to "take the chance of ruining
their careers by running them on
a poor track."
According to Copeland, UNH
had hoped to host the Yankee
Conference indoor track tournament this year, but the event
was 1ater moved to Rhod~ Island's facilities, "partly because
of the track conditions (at UNH). ''
Copeland said the major· areas
of concern in the facility are the
high jump area and the inside
lanes of the track itself.

:·:·:·:·:·.Mike Minigan · · ·:· · · ·-· ·-·:· -·-·:·:·:·:·:·:· ·-·:· ·-·-·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:.

"The approach to the pole vault
"The high jump area is very
rough," said Copeland. "The is like running through a plowed
sprint lanes are worn right down field. Steve Macotte mNH's top
to the underbase, as are the take pole vaulter) has ~ real problem
off and landing areas around the · TRACK, page 19
hurdles.

Snowst~rlll postpones
hockey, other sports
Last night's scheduled hockey game between UNH and Boston
College was postponed because of the severe snow storm which
put Boston in a state of emergency.
·
Acting UNH Athletic Director Junie Carbonneau said the
two schools have had problems finding a mutually convenient
date to make up the game. He said a decision might be made
this morning.
Fotir University athletic events scheduled for Wednesday were
postponed and another was cancelled.
The wrestling match at UMass was rescheduled to Feb. 27.
The women's basketball game will be played at Providence
on Feb. 16 and the women's track meet against Bates was
changed to March 2, when UNH will host Boston University,
Northeastern and Bates.
The women's swim meet at Bowdoin was cancelled and the
men's swim meet, also at Bowdoin, has not yet been rescheduled.
. Allan Chamberlin, UNH's assistant sports information director,
. said the New Hampshire State Police asked Carbonneau not to
send any team buses on the roads while snow removal was
goingon . .
Last night's UNH-Vermont basketball game in Burlington was
originally scheduled for Wednesday night.
All games this weekend will be played as scheduled.

The reason for the resurgence is that the Cats are
playing exciting hockey. Players like Ralph Cox, Sean
Coady and Bob Gould are knocking bodies all over the
ice. Every member of the squad is hustling up and
down the ice, forecheckin:g and backchecking. -The Cats
are scoring a lot of goals, while getting outstanding
goaltending from Mark Evans. These_ are the ingredients
which put people in the seats.
Wildcat hockey now much resembles this year's Boston
Bruin hockey. Both teams play the body well, and nobod
on either team seems afraid to mix things up in ·
corners. The Bruins had their boom in the Stanley Cu
years of the early 70's but fan interest faded until recently.
The Bruins, who once could rely on three or four all-stars,
now play hustle hockey. Everybody is involved and
they excite crowds. They're pleasing a sold-out Boston
Garden once again.
Last year, the Boston University Terriers were the
Cinderella team of the ECAC playoffs. They got off
-to a horrendous start, losing their first five games.
They had a young, inexperienced team, especially on
defense. Their all-stars, Mike Eruzione and Rick Meagher
couldn't carry the team. But in the second half of the
season they improved. The .young defensemen got better
with every game and they hustled and scratched for
victories. They matured into the eventual ECAC champs: ,
The same potential is apparent in the UNH Wildcats.
They're a team which wasn't supposed to do ~ell. They're
a team without superstars: Everyone contributes and now
they still , have a chance for home ice in th!. first round
of the ECAC playoffs. They're an underdog, and people
like that.
The Wildcats may be this year's Cinderella team. They're
putting loud, rowdy, excited fans back into the arena,
making Snively, once again, a place where opponents
do not like to play.
And in the world of college sports, that's something
to be proud of.

